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ISalem a Growing Port
Before there was any Salem, Massachusetts, only a tiny
settlement called after the Indian style Naumkeag (Nahumkeke^
etc
. } grew at the harbor *s head. Bark-covered slabs on arbor-
like frameworks were called homes in 1626. These were huddled
close to the brook which ran quickly to the broad, fine harbor
Often when the youth were needed for vvork, they were caught at
the landing stones of the little beach watching for a white
sailing vessel or a canoe to bring more people or needed ar-
ticles of trade. The fort was the common square type with an
overhanging upper roof. ..lany loopholes gave a chance to peer
out at unsuspecting enemies or to snipe them with smarting
bullets from their flintlocks. The governor's "fayre" house
was the gathering place for all the neighbors. There was told
the news from the last watch. There were held religious exer-
cises, the trials of small misdemeanors, and the consultations
about all such matters as planting new crops, shipping extra
goods, or laying plans for new commercial deals. The dozen
odd buildings of this pioneer village acted as a complete
trading unit in which batrter v^as the method of exchange.
In the fourteen years between the settlement in I626
1440
and^ Naumkeag grew to include numerous streets, far better
homes, a market, and a town house. It was now the center of a
web of dealings in farm products, fish, furs, lumber, and salt,

Its group of markets were patronized by the surrounding far-
mers from Danvers, Beverly, Manchester, Wenham, part of Lynn,
of Middleton and of Topsfield, Marblehead Neck, all at that
time part of Naumkeag.
Between 16^2 and l6S0 the community, (having had its
name changed to Salem by Deputy Governor Endicott in l62S)
became the town nucleus for the wholesale trade of Essex Countj|
ajid much of New England. It was now second only to Boston in
population and commercial importance. Contemporary v^Titers
mention at least thirty sizable wharves. The neighboring ware-
houses bulged with tobacco, sugar, indigo, cotton, wool, gin-
ger from the West Indies and Virginia; brandy, Canary, Spanish
and French wines, oils, fruits, silks, laces, linen and ker-
sies from Europe. From these wharves were shipped to Virginia
and Jamaica beef, flour, cod, and mackerel; to Barbadoes,
horses, and pipestaves; to Spain and Portugal, fish, and timbei
The more important new features of the growing town in-
clude frequent improvements in the Market officially recorded
in the early Town Records.
"163^ - the first of the Sth month (oct.l-New Style) on
the ^th seventh night next-the market at Salem begyn and do
continue from 9 o* clock in the morning to ^ of the clock after
til
noone .
"
So weekly thereafter at the Market-place the haggling
went on over poultry, vegetables, fruit from the neighboring
farms, and the herbs of the town gardens. Some odd item of
Essex Institute Historical Collections^ 19C6, v. ^^-2, p. 379,
rDigitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
https://archive.org/details/salemtradeinseveOOfi
cloth or a tool usually went jolting home at night-fall in the
farmer's otherwise empty wagon.
The farmer had acquired his house lot in the allot tment
of property by the Selectmen of the "Towne" in 163^. The num-
ber of acres thus divided was
,
and the number of inhabi-
tants was about 900. The number of families was 226, and the
number of land holders 225. Each family shared in the divisior
of land at the rate of one-half acre if the family consisted
of less that four, three-quarters of an acre if the family
consisted of four or five, and one acre if the family con-
sisted of six or more. One person only, the cattle-keeper,
shared for two families; probably his own farm and his man's
near the pasture gate.
October 30, 16^^ was a greater day than even a maJket-
day for upon it Salem was pronounced the shire town for Essex
Coimty. The curly-wigged judges could now solemnly settle
many a quarrel over prices or unfair practices of exchange.
Licenses to have a stand at the market-place, dues, settlement
of estates or other matters of judicature could come to this
central spot in the county. Above all, such matters would
draw buyers and sellers to this market. Many more foreign
goods were disposed of when more -frequent ships ceune to the
port. Their holds bulged with enticing articles for the
household or the shop. This increasing foreign trade needed
better customs facilities. Earliest records say that duties
for ordinary cajgo were arranged at the wharf except some

entangling cases that had to be taken into the homes of local
collectors. Thus the Collector's office was now at Neck gate,
now near the First Church, and again at the corner of North
Street. "With rotations in office, and the caprices of land-
lords the shipmaster on leaving port knew not where he might
find the Custom House on his return."^ From 16^5 ^ox the next
thirty-four years till 1679, "bii© building was on the corner of
Gedney Court. It was known as the French house, being tenant-
ed by French families. This building was quite prominent and
suitable for a growing business. Numerous later buildings
followed. They were built after elaborate architectural models
to transact the necessary business; to provide a center for
merchants to lay plans to expemd their trade-lines as well as
their community; and finally, to house fine portraits and
mementoes of the new and old ventures.
Naturally it was with pride that such merchants as
Messrs. Corwin smd Browne built mansions in this notable new
port. In 16^2 at the corner of Essex and North Street, lAr.
Corwin built "a most tasteful edifice" which was passed on to
his son, Jonathan, judge and merchant in witchcraft times. It
was fortunate that he did so, for in 16^2 - second day aJid
third month (!/Iay 2-New style) the Towne Records "forbade that
trees be moe felled by any man within ye lymitts of Salem un-
less it be in men's properties upon payne or penalty of SOs for
everie such tree." This added to costs of building homes,
business establishments, and v/harves. lJ!x , Corwin was chosen
1
Essex Institute Collections
,
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Robert S. Rantoul "Port of Salem," IS70, p. 62

to help enforce the decree. It was a notable mansion mention-
ed as the scene of a robbery in IGS^; and described lengthily
in the inventory of the rich man*s estate upon his death. It
attracted the attention of common residents to the prominent
Bjoney-lender and wholesaler, although it was plain in ar-
chitecture and not at all so sightly and richly ornamented as
the Williajn Browne property is said to have been. It was the
center of much entertainment for Captain Corwin was widely
known for military activities. Committee meetings of many
sorts were held here.^
The last important picture of Salem, 16^3, shows it to
be a partial replica of Boston. It was the second most im-
portant town of the colony in size, ship building, and trade
of all kinds. The Great and General Court had declared Salem
and Boston to be the two lawful ports of the colony where "all
ships shall lade or unlade any of the plantation enumerated
goods or other goods from foreign ports, and nowhere else on
penalty of confiscation of such ship with her goods and tackle
2
as shall lade or unlade elsewhere."
Salem could now (at the end of the seventeenth century)
safely be called one of the great comiriercial centers of A-
merica. Its population increased from 1,600 - ^,500 during
the period. Its growth was due to the natural expemsion of
the major lines of trade developed by a relatively homogeneous
group of men helped by a few outsiders.
These historic stages in growth of the town nearly
1, See Appendix page 101 & 102
2. Commonweal th History of IJassachusetts , v. I, p. ^64-,

approximate the stages of its oomniercial progress. We shall
now turn to the outlining of these enterprises.
Ivlany of the earliest demands for trading came directly
from England. An interesting example is Matthew Cradock,Gov.
of s. Bay Co. •v^Titing February l6, I629, from Switherin's
Lane, London, to advise Deputy-Governor Endioott to prepare
return cargoes of the products of the colony, "such as fish,
two or three hundred firkins of sturgeon, timber, sassafras,
sarsaparilla, sumack, silk-grass, and beaver."
The figure of Reverend Hugh Peter, austere but shrewd
and energetic, stalks across the Salem scene from 1635-^0
coming over from England after the pioneer settlers had or-
ganized the village here. He surveyed and prepared any sur-
pluses possible for trade. He recognized that exchange with
the home land or elsewhere in Europe was the only thing that
would quickly enrich the slow-moving village.
As in modern times he tried to give the village a boom
through advertising. In 1635-6 iie went about the villages of
I^assachusetts Bay Colony "to arouse men public and private to
help the common welfare." After he raised a goodly sum of
money he wrote to England for an equal sum to be raised there.
He became so actively interested in the cause that in 16^0 he
procured enough people at Salem to join in building a ship of
three hundred tons.
Dr. Bentley says that in 1635 "'-^ • Peter formed the plan
of the fishery, coasting voyages, foreign voyages and among

many other vessels one of three hundred tons was undertaken
under his influence. He provided carpenters and entered
largely into trade with great success.""^ This so stirred the
Boston residents that they built another - The Trial - one hun-
dred and fifty tons.
"He loersonally engaged in some ventures," it is said by
2
Governor Winthrop, so "Reverend Peter knew its embarrassments."
Thus he was thought to be a suitable person to send back home
to England "to represent the sense of the colony upon the laws
of excise and trade. Such was the affection of his people that
2
every remonstrance appeared against the proposition." "The
Court pressed, then solicited, and at length intreated that he
might be in the commission. The mercantile interest consented
and approved and Llr. Hiimphries pressed it. Mr. Endicott who
had less interest in trade opposed with great warmth. At
length it was agreed; and as it met the warmest wishes of Llr.
Peter, he left the colony on August 3, l6^1 He continued
to trade with Salem and made great profit and v;as consulted upoiji
2
all important occasions."
"I'laking use of present opportunity of a ship of our own
being ready bound for England, it was thought fit to send some
chosen men in her with commission to negotiate for us, as occa-
sion should be offered, both in furthering the v/ork of reforma-
tion of the churches there which was now like to be attempted
.... Also to seek out some v/ay, by procuring cotton from the
West Indies, or other means that might be lawful, and not dis-
1. Dr. Bentley Diary v. I, p. 272-273
2. VJinthrop Journal v. II, p. 2^.

honorable to the gospel for our present supply of clothing etc.
The persons designed hereto were lii . Peter of Salem, Mr. 7/elde,
pastor of Roxbury, and 1^. Hibbens of Boston."^
He stated very emphatically the need for presenting this
problem to the English overseers by giving the details of
slackening trade due to lower prices, and scarcity of currency.
"Corn would buy nothing. A cov; which cost last year i 20 might
now be bought for four or five pounds and many gone out of the
Country, so as no more could pay his debts, nor the merchants
make return into England for their commodities, which occasion-
ed many there to speak evil of us. These straits set our
people on work to provide fish, clapboards, plank etc. and to
sow hemp and flax (which prospered very well) and to look out
2
to the West Indies for a trade for cotton."
Until public opinion became intensely divided over Mr.
Peter's part in English political life and gossips hinted that
he aided in the execution of King Chaxleslin 1649, he helped
spread interest in colonial commerce. Reverend William Bentley
lowers the curtain upon Reverend Hugh Peter by saying, "a weak
man could not maintain the popularity he gained and an ignorant
man could not execute what he undertook."
The way was now ready for the more specialized merchant
to carry on pioneering and to build up steady commerce in this
community.
1. Winthrop Journal, v. II, p. 25.
2. Winthrop Journal, v. II, p. 31.

Leading Ilsrchants of Salem
As the first period of Salem* s community and commercial
growth was promoted by great leaders so the several remaining
trade periods were dominated by a famous group of individuals
and their families. They appear "more conservative in charac-
ter, more grave in temperament and more enterprising and in-
sistent in action" than the promoters of the contemporary Dutch
and English ports. From a surprisingly long list of distin-
guished merchants of the original century of Salem* s commerce,
I have chosen four. Through brief vignettes their connection
will be made with the main warp of the commercial development
of the community.
The Corwin family has left extensive manuscripts from
which much seventeenth century commerce may be studied. They
were intimately connected in trade and civic activity, as well
as by blood ties with the dynasty of the William Brownes, best
known now for their contributions to Harvard University. The
life-spans of Corwin, Sr. and Browne, Sr. are almost contempo-
raneous (William Browne Sr. I6OS-I627 and George Corwin Sr.
I6IO-I6S5). The second half of the century is illustrated by
Thomas ^iaule (16^5-172^^-), Quaker and literary merchant. The
last of the series is John Higginson (16^7-1720). His cor-
respondence with his brother Nathaniel, merchant (I652-I7O8),
helped to start the Madras trade much later.
The Corwin and Browne fajnily groups illustrate the three
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major types of seventeenth century commerce -
1. Fishing, lumbering, fur-trading, both coast-wise and
inter-colonial trade.
2. West Indian activity
3. European interchange
John Higginson pegs in the piles for the substantial East
Indian trade, so is a foreshadower of the seventeen-hundreds
.
ThomaB Maule represents a vast horde of merchants who dealt in
cloth, herbs, or other small items of miscellany but consider-
able value.
These four merchants (in the first two instances father
and son associated in business) appear to have been the most
eminent and shrewd upbuilders of Salem's mercsintile history.
Their record should be an inspiration to those engaged in com-
mercial, civic, or literary pursuits in any age.^ Although
they all showed a love for aristocracy through their fine
mansions, their display of wealth in dress, their marriages
into the finest families of the times, the special seats assign-
•
ed to them in the meetinghouse and at other public gatherings;
still, they seemed to mingle closely with the people of the
town. The contemporary correspondence repeatedly expresses
genuine affection for the men and great confidence in their
judgment. Perhaps, their philanthropy impresses the people of
later times more than anything else. The comir.ercial history
of seventeenth century Salem may be written largely in terms
of such biographies as these.
1. Appendix pages &k-SB

The Corwin family of Salem and Boston took a prominent
part in fishing from there and the rest of the colony. There
were three different Corwins who were emigrants from England
to the new world, but he who settled in Salem left the most
extensive accoimt of commercial activities. George Corwin of
Sibbertoft, Northamptonshire, England, settled in Salem in
163s, coming just two years after Reverend Hugh Peter.
No one seems to know upon what ship he came, nor where he land-
ed, but he is mentioned early as receiving a grant of land in
Salem that year though its size and location are not known.
Shortly after I63S, he became a freeman and from then tiill his
death in I6S5 he was active in civic affairs of his city, coun-
ty, and colony. He began almost immediately to build vessels
for the trade which he carried on with Europe and the West
Indies. He undertook London trade also and built up the larg-
est wholesale and retail trade in this part of the colony.
He was of good family status having married the mayor *s
daughter, Elizabeth White, widow, before sailing to Naumkeag.
His second wife Elizabeth Brook, also widow, was a daughter of
Governor Edward Vifinslow of the Plymouth Colony. There were
eight children in all; of which only three concern us in this
study. John (163S-I6S3) was a prominent Salem merchant who
msirried Governor Winthrop's daughter. Her mother was Hugh
Peter's only child. Jonathan (l6^0-171S) was closely connect-
ed with his father George's business. He is also well-known as
he was a witchcraft judge and magistrate with John Hathotne.
11

George (by the second wife) was the sheriff who hanged the
witchcraft victims. The George Corwins need to be carefully
distinguished because there was the one about whom we study
and several grsmdchildren by that name, all of whom were very
well known in the seventeenth century and whose records are
numerous. All existing signatures of Captain George Corwin
are spelled with the o, and i_. The great-grandson and following
generations appear to have changed the spelling to Curwen.
Browne (with or without the final e_) is a prominent
English name according to Savage's Geneal optical Dictionary of N|w
England. He says it is impossible to unravel the whole line
of them. Thirty-six of that name had graduated from Harvard
alone by 1S3^. But we do know that in the seventeenth century
three William Brownes lived in Salem. The first 7;ho came from
England was the one born in l60S coming to Salem in 1635 about
the time of George Corwin *s arrival. The Browne ancestor was
a person distinguished for his public spirit and generous
gifts to the community. William Browne, Sr. was very active
alone and in company with Captain Corwin, which will be shown
soon. Probably he became the richest person in Salem from deal!
ings in fish and lumber. His son William Bro'^me, Jr. wsis close-'
ly associated in his comiviercial emd judicial activities. For
foirr generations the Browne name stood as a symbol of philan-
thropy and public service. His death in I6S7 revealed a deep
affection for him in the f his choice. Being al-
ways an ardent fs^jS!ifeP^none of his personal papers are on file
11
it
in Salem, though many references to him and his commercial
dealings are found in the four volumes of Corwin papers
from which this data is gathered.

Ill
Salem's Eaxly Trade Ventures
These two enterprising merchants of the first-half
century began to organize fur-trading, fishing, lumbering, and
West Indian ventures at about the same time. It must be re-
membered here that the merchant of three hundred years ago wais
not the retail storekeeper which the word connotes to the aver-
age twentieth century person, but he was an international per-
son of parts (like Messrs. Corwin and Browne) who dealt in the
wholesale cargoes of his day. He was at times the "gross-er"
who bought merchandise in "gross" quantities and dispatched
them in smaller lots as Mr. Ivlaule did in the second-half of
the century. Above all he had continuous and extensive con-
nections at great distances, overseas, with the West Indies,
the \7est, and the Grand Fishing Banks.
The fur trading was irregular in New England as far as
hunting and trapping was concerned. Mr. Corv/in's notes show
that beaver was brought to Salem in barrells by Captain
Pearse*s ship. "Its price was exceeding low in I65S by reason
of the warrs with Spain. All trading is very dead only elke
skins att present are, iff good, worth about 26f 6d a pound.
I was offered to give long time (credit) to get 56 shillings
6 pence a pound for your Beaver when as formerly such would
have given 56 shillings a pound ready money. Ilr. Corwin was
one of four Salem men who formed the Company of Western Planta-
tion for fur trade in I659. They were given a tract of land
1. Sir Wm. Peake»s, Lord Mayor of London, letter to lAr. Corwin,
Sir Wm. was Corwin *s English agent at the time.

ten miles square forty or fifty miles from Springfield, Massa-
chusetts, to westward and tv/o-thirds of the way to Aurania
(later called Albsmy) on condition that they would settle it
within eighteen months. The legislature authorized that a
house (fort or warehouse) be built and ten men located there wi
in two years. In l662 the legislature further extended the tim
by two years for better carrying on their project. Captain
Corwin*s report on Company of 7/estern Plantation for trade
follows:- "25Gf spent toward running Southern line of colony
in meere cheirges on several persons in a jurney by land to
Forte Aurania and one voyage to ye manatees by sea. 150f and
upwards more in and about ye same in prosecution of General
Court's orders."^ The greater part of the business was "pur-
chase from the Indians" so it is probable that such an enter-
prise as Corwin and Browne's Springfield effort was weak and
unprofitable. Ito. Corwin 's enterprise was joined with that of
an earlier group of Massachusetts men who tried to compete
with the Dutch by opening a new overland route which would not
interfere with the Delaware Co.'s monopoly on fur-trade. The
real object of the Company of the Western Plantation v/as kept
secret' under the guise of colonizing. When Peter Stuyvesant
heard of it, he was frightened and declared it to be "another
attempt of New England to get into our beaver-trade with their
wampum to divert the trade." When the Dutch governor referred
the matter to his company, they ordered him to prevent the
English settlement at Springfield, lest the experiment on the
bh-
1. Felt Annals of Salem, v. I, p. 227.
!I
I
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Connecticut be repeated on the Hudson. The Dutch had shrewdly
suspected that these men had no intention of settling in such
an inaccessible place between Albany and Springfield. VvTien
this cajne into the open, it was some help to have the backing
of the General Court if it should come to war with the Dutch. I
The whole plan weis set aside because of King Philip's War."^
Not content to put all ventures into a single enterprise
the newcomers—Corwin sind Browne—sent out numerous ketches emd
sloops to net or otherwise take all the cod, mackerel, and
other "merchantable" fish that could be had. As the century
wore on they insisted that all the help they could obtain
should use their free time to get fish to fill the holds of
outgoing vessels and to cure it in order to mest the great de-
mand of the Barbadoes. I
It was extremely profitable business by 1639, "the year
after Captain Corwin arrived so he naturally entered it at once
and followed it always. A hogshead of mackerel would sell then
for 3* 12sh and three men could catch ten hogsheads a week,
averaging one hundred and fifty to one hundred and sixty dol-
lars. It was "the" infant industry of the time. One reason
for its profitable pursuit was that even unskilled boatmen
might share on even terms with the skilled. Little expensive
equipment was required for its practice.
The colony of Massachusetts gave considerable help to
the Salem merchants by passing favorable laws. The following
are characteristic:
1. Buffington - "New England Fur-trade" in Col .Soc .Proceedings
V. IS, p. 16C-I92 (1916)

1635 - Salem fishermen were favored by the law to "avoid
inconvenience found by granting of land for fishermen to plow.^
It provided "a howse lott and a garden lott or ground for the
placing of the flakes, according to the Company belonging to
their families, the greatest fajnily not above two acres and
the use of the common of the woods neer adioyning for their
2
goates and their cattle."
1639 - "For further encouragement of men to set upon
fishinge" it was ordered that all vessels and other property
employed in taking, curing, transporting fish according to the
usual course of fishing voyage should be exempt from all duties
and public taxes for seven years; that neither cod nor bass
should be used for manuring fish; and that all fishermen during
the season for their business, as well as ship-carpenters.
should be exempted from military training. ,,3
16^0 - "Every Inhabitant that is an howse holder shall
have free fishing and fowling in any great ponds and Bayes,
Coves £ind Rivers so farre as the sea ebbes and flowes within
the precincts of the towne where they dwell unlesse the freemen
of the same Tovme or General Court have otherwise appropriated
them provided that this shall not be extended to give leave to
any man to come upon others proprietie without there leave. "^
Wharfage charges were only one penny a quintal so
profits were still increasing.
The Colony continued to regulate and standardize the
fishing trade during I65O-6O. By this time Corwine and Browne
1. Felt Annals of Salem , v. II, p. 211.
2. Weeden Economic and Social History of New England, v. I, p.l3''
3. Records of Colony of Mass. ^«»p«, v.~T, p. 153,230.

were both entailed to follow such regulations in selecting and
sorting their cargoes of fish. "Whereas it hath binn evidenced
unto this Courte that much damage hath formerly arisen to mer-
chants trading hence by trade making of fish and creddit of our
trade hath suffered much tending to prejudice our commerce with
other nations it is therefore ordered and enacted that at every
fishing place within this jurisdiction some discreete and hon-
est person be appointed by the County Court .... empowered to
give oath .... that what they approve of as merchantable the
receiver shall accept and what is refuse fish shall be cast by
and the said viewers for their labor and paines aforesaid shall
be allowed one penny per quintal for so much merchantable fish
as he or they shall view to be paid half by deliverer other hal?
by receiver and all Sonne burnt and dry fish that hath binn
first pickled shall be judged merchantable."
Messrs. Corwin's books show numerous helpers were en-
gaged by them to keep up the standards of merchandizing this
and their other products. There was a considerable interrup-
tion following King Philip's War in 1677, when the Indians
were very troublesome to the fishing vessels. Thirteen ketches
belonging to Salem and their crews were captured. "July l6,
1677, fourteen merchants and leading men of Salem petitioned
the General Court praying that a vessel with forty or fifty
men be suddenly sent out to secure the vessels which had been
lost and put a stop to such losses in the future." No export
duties were levied in the colony in I67S. Imported goods paid
IS

one penny in pound except salt, wool, fish which entered free.
Nevertheless towards the close of the century a general
depression spread over the colonies. In I6S5 the people of
Massachusetts were reported to be "miserably poor" their fish-
ing and fur ^rade declining on account of troubles with the
French. The following tables show the direction of the traxiing
and suggest its expansion. Fish was included in each cargo.
Salem trade to - I6S6-S9
Barbadoes
London
Fayal and Barbadoes
Pennsylvania
St. Christophers
Virginia
Antigua
2
Salem had:
2 ships of SO and 200 tons
60 fishing ketches in 1689
1 barque )
3 sloops ) nearly all Salem built in 169S. These usuall]|'
20 ketches) brought in fish.
As the fishing interests of Massachusetts Bay grew into
importance beyond all other industries, all business enter-
prises were affected by them. After the cessation of English
immigration to New England and Salem in particular due to the
overthrow of the Stuart monarchy, people centered their at-
tention upon fishing to secure cargoes for out-going vessels.
They also worked upon ship-building to provide ships to carry
the cured products to the markets of Europe and West Indies.
Year after year the two industries developed side by side for
more than a century until New England surpassed the mother
country in each industry.
1. Essex Institute Collections
,
v. I, p. g^S5
George F. Chever, "Remarks on Salem Commerce", 1626-17^0.
2, Essex Institute Collections
.
v. X, p.
Robert S. Rantoul, "Port of Salem", 1870.
ei
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The beginning of shipbuilding and the use of wood for
various purposes on ship and for cargo gave the needed impetus
to lumbering in which lir. Corwin set up business. This is
shown by his extensive correspondence with agents at York,
Maine. Salem investors and workmen erected a 120 ton ship in
Marblehead in I636. Mr. Peter urged and collected contribu-
tions for Salem»s 300 ton sail boat. It was difficult to raise
the funds and during the struggle, corn was made legal tender
for debts incurred in the boatbuilding as well as other parts
of the industry. The English Civil War threw colonists upon
their own resources. This gave such an impetus to ship build-
ing in New England that the industry grew rapidly. The Court
of Massachusetts said it was of great importance for the common
good and ordered a surveyor^ "be appointed to examine any ship
built, and her work to see that it be performed and carried on
according to the rules of the art,"^
The most important need was perhaps the well-shaped and
finely polished masts. Palfrey says "in the Piscataqua towns
were excellent masts gotten .... and upon the river above twen-
ty saw-mills vvere erected and there virere great stores of pipe-
staves made and great store of timber spoiled." Judge Sewall
gives a picture of getting them out of the woods when he re-
corded the fact that he rode into the swamp at Salmon Falls to
see a mighty pine 26" - 2S" in diameter swung from its place anc.
sent on its way to the Royal Navy. Fifty oxen were required to
pull it out. Such was done at Mr. Corwin 's mill at York, I^Iaine
1, Faulkner American Economic History
, p. S2.
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There boards, clapboards, and shingles, staves and hoops for
barrels oost nothing but labor and commanded a ready sale. The
yeaj Mr. Corwin arrived, l63S, a hogshead such as was used for
fishing was worth 3f 12s. This wood-work in the mills and
shops \7as actively supplemented by the "pick-up" work in New
England where barrel parts, heads, staves and hoops were rapid-
ly made. The cooper's trade became very profitable. It in-
creased in quantity and quality as the West Indian sugar trade
grew.
Casks were very important because only the best grade
Could be used in the sugar islands to keep out the moisture
that might ruin the contents on the long journey to the ware-
houses. Even with the best casks shippers reckoned on a loss
of 5^ of their cargoes on an average trip to Europe. A hogs-
head with one stave of too porous wood might spoil its contents
As a rule a barrel was never used twice in the sugar trade be-
cause it knocked about so much in the loosely packed holds of
the sailing craft that it grew leaky. If it were shipped back
to the home port empty, it was hardly fit to be taken apart
and made over the second time.
Let us open Mr. Corwin' s records to see some sample
items of the fishing and lumbering trade. Mr. Browne's ac-
tivities are also taken from the Corwin Mss. because no Browne
records are known in Salem. As ho wojO a loyalists, his accounts
are supposed to have been destroyed during the Americaji Revolu-
tion.
it
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1652 - Edwaxd Prescott, freighter of a ship, agreed to lade and
dispatch a vessel out of New England in July to carry-
goods for William Browne, Captain Corwin and V/alter
Price leading Salem merchants, but the ship was not
rigged, nor graved, nor ready for Barbadoes trade. It
was the "Blessing" from London.
1666 - Dealt in fish and fixed price at twenty-six rialls per
quintal.
1667 -- On committee to report better building of vessels and
more correct procedure in admiralty cases. Result - ad-
option of maritime code of laws in 166S.
l66g - Salt delivered to JAr. Corwin.
Bond for fifty for debt due and statement of produce
to be delivered at Corwin' s house in payment.
Built upper warehouse.
1670 - Debtor to Mr. Phillip English for 339 ft. matched boards
336 ft. ruff boards, total t I.07.O
1670/l-Credit for thirteen hogsheads mackerel.
1672 - Numerous voyages for fish and its products. The largest
sum 329.05.06
To 212 quintals of fish
ditto four items
Four bbls. oyle
empty caskes at 30 sh.
Six hogsheads salt
One bbl. mackerel
At one date that year five or six separate fishing trips
out for Captain Corwin.
167^ - During a lawsuit one named Curtis very busy doing work
on Captain Corwin *s pink.
1676 - Exchanging fishing netts.
1679 - Often Son Jonathan Corwin \frites to Joseph Storer. LIr.
Storer in February had hard work to load the lighter
from all men of the borough.
Account book for year l67S.
Dealings in "rumb"
"tobatto"
salt
marchantable Pipe Staves
marchantable Pine boards
vinegar
thred, especially Browne
sugar
grindstones
powder
l-J batrrill of powder in money
Cash paid to Loggers for labor
Cash paid for fraight
1679 - 301 acres of land at Cape Porpus Mills, 'laine.
Letter to Joseph Storer of York, Maine.
Loetding lighters and dispatch to Salem with boaxds.
70 03:10:00
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stances, oars, pork, beafe, butter, suet, tallov/, hides,
corn etc.
l6S0 July - 6S00 Feet merchantable pine boards from Maine. To
Salem,
l6S0 October - Joseph Storer also from !laine. Exchanged 39i
gallons good Romb for 25 bushels Injoon Corne
1 hoggshead Leafe Tobacco
35^ pounds Rye
30 hogsheads
2 barrels to pay the commander of
the shippe.
I6SO June - Fish in exchange with lUi , Gampaigne effort to have
load properly culled and sorted.
1650 November - Wells, l^ine, 509I feet of pine boards for a
long list of shoes much needed for workmen.
1651 - Wells, more planks and boards sent on the mill account.
1683 - Cod lines, cod hooks etc. exchanged for long list of
women*s apparel for :.Irs
.
Corwin via Peter Sergeant in
Boston.
l6g5A-Four ships being built and one repaired for Ivlr. Corwine,
mostly ketches, done at Marblehead.
Browne Commercial Activities, I66O-70
1660 - Seems to have had a large trading-house in that year
when the notable Phillip English came to town.
1661 - Conducting fishing voyages because in that year he sued
for debts concerning them^
1665 - William Browne, the Selectman, helped to choose Hillard
Veren, sealer of makrell, porke, beeffe, and to gage all
casks according to law.
Browne's Commercial Activities, I67O-SO
1671 - V;ith Corwin concerned before Court account of ship
Elizabeth and Margaret not accounting for master of ship
Attached his goods and received credit one li. eight
shillings, seven d . Mortgage to be paid in merch-
antable codfish.
1673 - Chosen by General Court with Corwin as eminent men who
had Correspondents in Bilbao and there had trade ordered
to buy guns in Spain.
1677 - Both Browne and Corv/ine among many paying for fitting
out vessel for use of country,
1679 - Corwin, Price, Browne arbitrators in interest of ketch
and plantations in Barbadoes of Captain Nicholas Page of
Boston,
Triangular Trade
Want of agricultural basis of trade with England meant
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purchases there by indirection. It is true that furs, lumber,
and ships were saleable in England, but a vastly greater volume
of commerce was transacted by the system of double trading
which gave rise to the triangular trade routes. New England
fish sold in the West Indies either for bills of exchange on
London or for West Indian products in demand in England, these
in turn exchanged for English manufactures required by New
England colonists. An example of Corwin's Triangular Trade -
"Bought of a linen draper and hardware merchant in London a
bill over SOOf merchandise including linen, hats, boots, shoes,
knives .
"
Against this accoimt Ivir . Corwin charged all goods
damaged or of short weight or what he considered over-charged,
showing the greatest attention to detail in checking each item
and noting smallest defects for which he received credit. The
consignor paid the freight. Against this account was charged
to the London merchants over eighty hogsheads of tobacco, some
of it "sweet-scented" sent by Corwin in Salem vessels from
Virginia; fifteen hogsheads and twenty-nine barrels of mackerel
sent to Baxbadoes by Corwin on account of London merchants with
1232 barrels of fish, one hogshead of ginger, five hogsheads of
sugar, four barrels of flour, two hogsheads of onions with some
butter. There were then about 12f due the English merchants.
We may close the survey of Ito. Corwin's account book with
a brief comment upon his connections with the West Indies.
These first twenty years when the Brownes and Corwins were

actively engaged with true civic spirit in building Salem into
a great cormnercial port, the trade in sugar, molasses, silver,
and rum grew quickly. By I65O vessels became a leading ar-
ticle of export to the West Indies with naval stores as a nat-
ural by-product of that line. Fishing was still more prosper-
ous as the West Indian planters demanded quantities to feed
their slaves. It was known to be the cheapest food because of
its abundance. Cheapness was the essential point for the aver-
age slave lived only six or seven years. By 165O thousands of
tons of inferior salt cod went yeaxly to these plantations. In
return "muscovado" or raw sugar needing refinement was sent
north. The liquid molasses was boiled; till crystals were
formed and a hard form of brown sugar or muscovado appeared.
The "claying" or purifying in colonial days was a careful, slow
process which was not usually left to ignorant slaves of the
plantation. The rum deals were very profitable because an
equal quantity of molasses made an equal amount of rum. A
gallon of rum costing six pence to produce was worth 100^ more
in Africa so all seventeenth century merchants wished to deal
in it. The war between England and Holland affected the colon-
ial trade quite considerably especially around I653, hence there
are fewer items of commercial activity.
I66O-SO seem to be typical decades in which to study this
West Indian boom. It was the significant time when New England
traded fast and profitably with Barbadoes and Jamaica. This
was most regular and profitable for our colonies; therefore, it

was carried on not only in Igirge ports like Boston and Salem,
but in smaller places too.
A vessel made two voyages a yeax carrying fish, horses,
provisions, pipe-staves and lumber, bringing back sugar, molas-
ses, indigo, and cotton. Newfoundland was often taken into the
circuit. Provisions always went from our colonies to fishermen
there and West Indian produce sometimes came by this route in-
stead of the usual direct one. New England sent eleven vessels
loaded with lumber to the V/est Indies in I66O. This transac-
tion was settled by the return of specie mostly Spanish silver
with which debts due British merchants could be settled. Captain
George Corwin*s two sons were active helpers in the West Indian
interests of their family and looked after them and the collab-
orators Messrs. William Browne and sons' affairs. This is a
characteristic item from the majiuscript.
"1672 ~ Antigua - received from brother (probably Jonathan
Corwin) there sugstr and rumrne , latter sold for 30d. per
gallon and sugar at seven per hundred weight."
Fish, timber, furs, and tobacco made up the bulk of home-bound
cargoes. The most profitable market for New England's surplus
crops was the VJest Indies. There her flour, lumber, woolen and
leather manufactures were in great demand and could be exchanged
for sugar, molasses, cotton wool and dyestuffs. As the South
did not trade with the West Indies then; there was little
Competition to fear. By 167S Governor Andros' report shows how
the grain trade was increasing; in fact, he says "all land
provisions were in demand
—
pease, beefe, pork, some refuse fish.

tobacco, beaver, peltry from sales with the Indians." "Planks,
pipe-staveSj lumber
,
pitch, and tarr have begun to be lately in
use." By 1679 Governor Dongan says the West Indian trade in-
cluded details such as Corwine and Browne furnished the West
Indues, namely: flour, bread, pease, pork, and sometimes hors-
es. "The return for which is mostly Rumm which pays the king
a Considerable excise and some molasses which serves the people
to make drink and pays no custom." !vlany references to this
prosperous line of trade appeared in the reports of the English
agents in London who looked on with rather ;jealous eyes.
The record so far sounds like easy work with riches
pouring steadily into the pockets of the Salem merchants. How-
ever, many slips in the trade occurred which made the advance
reckoning most uncertain. It gave cause for Captain Corwin or
Mr. Browne themselves even to worry on special occasions.
Money ("pieces of eight" rial or Spanish dollar) had to
be bought guid sold for meeting some immediate bills. Messr.
Browne and sons seem to have dealt considerably in coins of
different types, particularly these"pieces of eight." Fewer
transactions in that commodity appear in the Corwin and sons'
dealings. Some bills of exchange were issued. Much extension
of credit was granted. Private arrangements were made for pay-
ment when barter did not settle the account in a short term of
time. The bills of exchange were often sold in London which
meant slow returns to the original parties. So capital was
grov/ing fast on the books, but it was a problem to have enough

on hand to pay the crew for a new expedition.
The equipment was none too good at best. It often gave
out en route. Then, the ship might be held in distant unknown
ports for many weeks or months. This was especially trouble-
some when the enterpreneur at home could not hear the news ex-
cept by some kind ship that might by chance be coming north.
Another delay ceime in getting orders to the stranded ones, for
the fleets did not sail very often. They were also intolerably
slow for such business. "It is the great care of the merchants
to keep their ships in constant employ, which makes they trye
all ports to force a trade, whereby they abound with all sorts
1
of commodities." Many storms cost the adventurers a total
loss. Even a partial loss of cargo and the delay of it meant
permanent loss of a valuable customer; or rendered a profit on
the whole venture impossible. Demands were pressing upon the
dealers from all sides. We want our goods, cried the West In-
dian planter. We, too, virote the merchant along the coast who
was to buy or exchange something in the hold. Vife v/ant our pay,
wrote the ship^s captain, to express to the Corwins the re-
bellious sentiment of the crew. The Salem folks whose taste
for sweets was growing upon them clamored for delayed molasses
or sugar to mix with their rum. Debtors wanted more than the
promise of pay "when the ship comes in."
A large amount of business acumen and skill in adminis-
tration of affairs of these comr: ercial houses v;as developed.
Particularly able in these lines v/ere these two groups Corwin
1, Ijlajor-general Pew, Fourth lecture in Institute Series
I
and sons; Browne and son (they never appear to have done busi-
ness under a company or incorporated themselves thus; but we
twentieth century people can better vizualize it in such style)
The civic side of the dealing and the making of favorabll
laws was a task which the Corwins and Brownes tackled with zeal
Their great achievements in these lines will be treated more
fully in another section of this paper.
Labor of the right kind was not regularly to be had.
The apprenticeship system of training nev; recruits Y/as not all
that was to be desired, because the experienced mariners had
hardly had time to master the details of the new type ohip, the
new customer's wajits or habits. Often they sailed with very
vague instructions from the outfitters. It was mostly an ex-
periment all the way from home, coastwise, around the CaiTib-
bean, perhaps to Europe and home again. Much allowance for loss
and higher costs of trade should be made through all the deoadefi
from 16^0 to 1700 on account of the sudden raids of the pirates.
By I6S9 piracy was extremely common. Many colonial seaports
smaller than Boston and Salem looked upon this indulgently as
the local merchants were glad to have the pirate's money with-
out inquiring too closely as to its source. Much was said at
the last of the century about the laxity of the proprietary
government. Captain Kidd was the best known pirate and he was
allowed free sway of the Caribbean seas until Lord Bellomont of
New York became governor, sirrested him, and found him guilty.
The climax of all American piracy seemed to be reached at the
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War of Spanish Succession (ITlO-iyi^]-) when their chief haunts
were the Bahamas. How unfortunate that the local merchants'
accounts do not include their encounters with these colorful
sea-raiders I
The irregularity of the colonial laws of trade and the
interference of European, mostly English, government agents
kept the Salemites forever alert. This difficult situation
will be discussed in the following section.

IV
Unfree Trade and Sailors' Rights
1. Colonial Control
Under this heading we shall try to outline both the
Colonial control and the English efforts to control the under-
handed as well as the open commerce which they coveted. We
shall try to describe the dove-tailing of the two systems which
sometimes neutralized each other in practice because the profit-
loving merchants winked their eyes, took their gold and goods
honestly if possible; if not, they took them still.
The colonial control of commerce is rr:OSt important as
well as most difficult to understand. It is closely knit with
the English navigation Act program, often imposingly named the
Mercantile System. The careers of these Salemites that we are
trying to follow had intimate and normal parts in both the
English and Massachusetts trade control. They were Englishmen
by birth and lived their youths in English surroundings. Natur-
ally as they built up their enterprises in the New World, they
followed the home pattern only breaking away from it as the New
England environment made it essential. The Brownes carried the
English ideas to such an extreme that they incurred so much
local ill-will during part of their careers that they fled as
Loyalists in the next century.
Both Messrs. Corwin and Browne, the former especially,
helped to build up the colonial program. They organized lines
of trade to be built into the structure of better business.
i
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I^r. Corwin aided in defending commerce and communities from
many enemies. He collected, revised old laws, and made new
ones by studyung with the comr.ittees of the General Court the
problems and needs of his contemporary merchants. Both of
these gentlemen helped to follow the new Navigation Acts as
they were sent over from London. They met the new agents of thi
Lords of Trade and upon invitation sat with them in board ses-
sions. Ito. Corwin helped considerably to differentiate New
England policies and commercial methods from those of Old Eng-
land. He and his descendcints, therefore, did not become Loyal-
ists as his associates had done.
During the first-half of the seventeenth century, the
English government used little effort to control the colonies
by sending over agents unless they were required most evidently
to gain privileges such as a new charter for Massachusetts.
Sometimes agents were helpful to answer charges of infringing
regular rights belonging to the trade or to settle boundary
disputes. From l633-l660 New England thus pursued its way with
little reference to English regulation. It was the busy Eng-
lish period of Civil War, the Fall of the Stuarts and Cromwell
»|
Day—enough events to keep Englishmen's thoughts and deeds at
home.
Hence the colonists devoted their attention to the regu-
lation of their own business at this time. Trade helped to
support the government through duties, such as imposts applied
in 1636 to fruit, sugar, spices and wines and a double tax on
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goods to be resold at retail. This lasted till neaxly I65O;
hence, Browne and Corwine were concerned.
16^0, an important year in Massachusetts history for
many reasons, saw the trade legislation cover such topics as
these
:
1. Conservation of desirable raw materials, for example,
hides were to be sent to the tannery under penalty of
12f fine. Leather searchers were appointed in each
town to enforce law.
2. Laws gremting aid e.g. bounties, premiums, subsidies,
grants of land etc. loans with or without interest.
3. Prohibiting or restricting exportation of certain raw
materials
.
^. Custom laws both for imports and exports.
5. Tonnage duties.
6. Grants of monopolies including patents.
Vfhen verbal testimony could not be obtained to substantiate such
measures then the policy was only temporary. It just laid
foundations for general prosperity and no more.
The framework of making laws and judging lawbreakers in-
cluded Assistants or liagistrates who exercised the ordinary
functions of an English Justice of the Peace. At times Corwin
and Browne served in such capacity locally, but their advice
was so superior that often the General Court demanded its use.
Among the numerous kinds of Courts established in the
seventeenth century, two were distinctively connected with
ii
oonarieroial enterprises:- Courts of Assistants begun in 163O and
Merchant's or Strangers Courts, established in 1639. The first
were held regularly once in three weeks each autumn. Their
business was multifarious. They made futile and often repeated
efforts to regulate and define the prices of materials and laboJ
which affected ship building. The Merchants or Stranger *s
Courts lasted from 1639 "till "fciie end of the first charter, I69C
It was planned to accommodate strangers who might visit the col-
ony for trade or other purposes and found it inconvenient to
wait for the ordinary court of justice to convene. They might
be called at any time on request of such stranger by the Govern-
or or his Deputy or two magistrates. The jurisdiction and pro-
cedure was similar to the contemporary County Courts. There
was no right of appeal as the object was speedy justice. The
General Court continued by 16^5 ^0 set the normal figures for
customs which were studied and modified to fit the local needs.
The first time any adjustment had been made since the
First Charter was when the BodJ of Liberties was dravm up in
llassachusetts. It covered the comrneroial field of the day, in
such terms as the following three measures:
Mo, 9 - Mo monopolies shall be granted or allowed amongst
us but of such new Inventions that are profitable to the Coun-
trie and that for a short time.
No. 23 - Interest legal rate to be &yo. No man shall be
euijudged to pay for detaining any debt from any Crediter above
Sf in a 100 for one yeare and not above that rate proportion
able for all somes what so ever, neither shall this be a color
or countenance to allow any usurie amongst us contrarie to the
law of God.
No. 90 - "If any ships or other vessels be it friend or
enemy shall suffer ship wrack upon our Coast there shall be no
1. No records of the cases tried by these Courts in Salem.
These Courts are mentioned in Washburn *s Judicial History of
Mass
.
, p. 35
.
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violence or wrong offerred to their persons or goods. But
their persons shall be harbored and relieved and their goods
preserved in safety till Authorities may be certified thereof
and shall take further order therein."^
A comparison between the following summary of the Ss^em
2Charter and the quotation from the Colonial Laws of Ivlassaohu-
setts 16^5 shows the changes. Commercial privileges under the
Salem Charter were ample for that day. In order that the Col-
ony should be settled, permission was freely granted the Com-
pany to transport arms, clothing, ajiimals, merchandise etc.
(including all needed articles) for seven years free of duty
and were also to be free for twenty-one years (after the seven)
of all duties on imports from or exports to Englsind or English
dominions except five pounds percentage on goods imported into
England or its possessions. Certain provisions were made to
prevent fraud. The Colony was to be free from all taxes, sub-
sidies, (peounioiy aid to England) or Customs dues.
"It is ordered that besides the customs on wines and
string waters all merchants or masters of strangers ships which
shall arrive with merchandise in any of our harbors and shall
make sale thereof or the greater part of the same shall pay by
way of custom or imposition after the Rate of six pence per tun
for every ship to be paid out of the said merchandise and the
master of every such ship shall also pay ten shillings toward
maintenance of our fortifications for defence of said harbors
Provided no English ship shall pay only six pence per tun none
toward fortifications." 3
1. Records of Colony of Massachusetts 4tawe I66O-72, p. 37-38
2. Sent to Dep. -Gov, Endicott in duplicate from IvIass.Bay Co. in
London one copy at Salem Athenaeum till 1S27; now at EssexjLns 0 J. xuxe
.
3. Records .f. Cojijrny^ of 'lassachusetts -Lrfetre- 1660-72 - No. 159
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As a rule Salem people discussed most matters of trade a^^
public affairs; for example, in 16^5 general town meeting
ordered the Selectmen and others to consider "of Publique Trad-
ings." This was the year preceeding Ivlr. Corv/in*8 election as
Selectman, but the records of Town meetings for about ten years
after show "tradings" and matters pertaining thereto were the
bulk of the discussion. So the towns paralleled their organiza-|
tion and legislation over trade with that of the colony.
"By 16^7 wharfage charges were stabilized and foreign ves-|
sels were also charged.
T'liarfage d
First for Wood by the tun 3
Timber by the tun 4
Pipestaves by the thousand 9
Boards by the thousand 0
For merchants goods whether in cask or
otherv/ise by the tun 6
For dry fish by the Quintal one penny
For Corn by Quarter one-half penny
For sugar by chest three pence
Provided that wharfage be taken only where the Wharfes
are made and maintained and that VJocd, stone, and weighty goods
shall be set up on end or laid seven feet from side of wharf on
penalty of double wharfage and .... and no goods ly on wharf
e
above forty-eight hours without further agreement with wharf-
inger etc . "'
Foreign vessels entering the principal harbors of Massa-
chusetts had been required to pay a duty "towards maintenance
of fortification for defence of said harbors." The law pro-
vided that "none of the vessels of our confederates .... shall
pay any custom or imposition in any of our harbors." That
exemption was now withdrawn in respect especially to Boston
Harbor
.
Turn the tables to England between I65O and I66O.
1, Records of Colony of Massachusetts -Lawa I65O-6C - v. IV, p.
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Charles I sent a fleet to Barbadoes. Then he appointed a
Council of Trade in England to look after the West Indism
trade. By I655 a separate board was established rnade up of
six lords of council, seven chief judges, ten gentlemen of
distinction, twenty officials and merchants of leading seaport
towns. It was the Precursor of the Councils of Restoration
suid the first Board of Trade which was authorized to consider
"all ways and means for advancing, encouraging and regulating
trade and navigation of the Com-Tionwealth and colonies."
The Massachusetts Records show how this was to affect
the local trade with the Barbadoes. "Vifhereas this Courte hath
taken notice of an Act of Parliament bearing date October 3,
1650, prohibiting trade with Barbadoes, Virginia, Bermudaes,
ajid Antego itt is therefore ordered by this Courte and its
authoritie that after publication thereof, no captain, com-
mander, master of shipp, or other vessell sailing from any
port or harbor within this jurisdiction should trade with any .•
of the said prohibited places on penalty of forfeiture or shipp
and goods unto this commonwealth uppon legal proofe and con-
viction; this order to be presently published by proclamation
and posting up in Boston, Charles Toune, and Salem etc."^
How many wigged heads shook on street-corners and within the
taverns when that proclamation was heard to threaten their
pocketbooksl
During this decade, I66O-7O, the requirement was enforced
that vessels, especially those carrying enumerated goods, must
1. Records of Colony of Massachusetts -ijwM 16150-60. VoLIv^p.^K)
41.

give bonds to land them in other English plantations or in
England or Ireland. Llany such bonds are countersigned by the
four Salem merchants whom we are studying. Massachusetts*
prosperity was disregarded by Cromwell. He allowed the Navi-
gation Law which pressed hard on the Southern Colonies to
become a dead letter here. Comrr-odities of all nations came
free of duty to England and Mass. sent ships at will to many
parts of Continental Europe.
The colonists were trying, also, to get fairer methods of
taxation upon rsal estate established. This definitely con-
cerned our liierohants as some of their letters to friends show.
The following enactment of the General Court indicated the
general trend of assessments.
"May 7, 1651. To the end that all public charges may be
equally borne and some may not be eased and others burdened
and being found by experience that visible estates in lands,
come, catle are according to order wholy and fully taxed, but
the estates of merchants in the hands of neighbors strangers
Q£ their factors are not so obvious to view but uppon search
title of their "estates doe appear e, being o'f governn: en"t valTew
.
30 that the law doth not reach them by tnat"rule of taxing
visible estates it is ordered and enact'e'd .... that all mer-
chants
,
shopkeepers and factors shall be asses3ed "by the rule
they have given Bond already as the said act requiret h~; And in
case of Neglect or Contempt to seize such Vessels or Ships
that Lades afjesaid Goods without giving Bond or shewing Cer-
tificates And to keep accounts of all such Ships and vessels,
with the names of the masters that Lades here as aforesaid and
Return Account twice every year with copies of said Bonds and
Certificates unto the governor for the time being, by him to be
transmitted to London directed to the chief officer there.
For Ports of Boston and Charlestovm Mr. Edward Rawson
and for Salem, Marblehead and Gloucester to. Hillard Veren."
They are authorized to take of every Shipmaster appropri-
ate fees.
For taking Bond and transcribing the Copy ... 5sh.
For receiving and entering a Certificate .... 2sh.6 pence
{
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For giving certificate and recording it ... 2sh. 6 pence
Their part of Seizures as the said Act directeth.''^
Since so much lumber and staves enter into the commerciaill
transactions of Captain Corwin and LIr. Browne the laws axe
appropriate to notice. Naval goods must now be made according
to specifications which are explicitly stated in the following
items from the Colonial Laws of Massachusetts.
"Y'Tiereas information hath come to this Court from
forreigne parts of the insufficiency of our Pipestaves es-
pecially in regard of wormholes, whereby the comiiodity is like
to be prohibited in those petrts to the great damage of the
Country,
It is ordered that the Selectmen of Boston, Charlestown,
Salem, etc. and all other Townes in this Jurisdiction where
pipestaves used to be shipped shall from time to time as need
shall Require nominate two men of each Towne skillful in the
commodity to be viewers of pipestave .... shall before some
Constable be convented into Magistrates to be sworne diligent-
ly and faithfully to view and search all such Pipestaves as are
to be used for making of tight caske who shall cast by all such
as they shall judge not merchantable both in respect of worme-
holes and due Azzize viz. not in length ^ foot breadth 3i inch,
es without sap in thickness 5A inch well and even hewed and
sufficient for use .... They shall enter into a book the num-
ber of all such merchantable Pipestaves as they shall approve
and for whom. And if any man shall put aboard any ship or
other vessel any other than so searched and approved .... he
shall forfeit the whole pstrcel or Value thereof and said
viewers shall be allowed two shilling for every thousand and
of Pipestaves which they shall so search as well as the refuse
to be payd by him that sets them to work. If amy master or
officer of any ship receive pipestaves which shall not be
searched and allowed as merchantable and so certified by note
under hand of such a viewer such master shall forfeit for every
thousand of staves unduely received 5* etc."
"It is ordered by this Court and the Authority thereof
that all Hogshead-staves shall be in length three foot two
inches or upward not exceeding three foot four inches and all •
barrel-staves shall be in length thirty-one inches all well and
even hewed or dressed sufficiently for use as for Pipe-staves
is expressed whether of white or red oak. And all headings for
Pipestaves of any sort to be in length twenty-eight inches and
for Hogsheads and Barrels suitable to the cask to be made
thereof, etc."^
1. Records of Colony of Massachusetts ietws l660-l672,V.Iv,p.37,
2. Records of Colony of Massachusetts Ijawe- 1660-72 .V. IV ^ No .Ig^.
<c
The Court control, sometimes, ran into minutiae that are
amusing in the light of our own day, but wase quite essential
to Messrs. Corwin and Browne in the conferences with their
officers. They, personally, were very particular to renew
their yearly licenses from the Town to keep and sell strong
drinks.
By l66S a long list of maritime regulations appeared in
the Records of the Colony from which some of those which would
have guided Messrs. Corwin^ and Browne are here quoted,
Maritime affairs No. 252-253, New England Court General,
October 1^^-, l66S.
Section 2. Refused to assent to letting out of a ship or ves-
sell dissenter shall manifest it by some public act
of protest before signing of charter party.
3. Whereas Masters of ships have owners who live in
one Country and part in another, all shall vote but
let master decide.
^. All masters unfit for office or who shall embezzle
owners or employers stock or time or shall suffer
men to neglect especially when Merchants' goods are
on board shall be liable to pay damage that shall
accrew by such neglect it being duly proved against
him.
6. Masters of greater and lesser vessels shall make due
and meet provisions of victuals and drink for their
seamen or passengers according to the laudable cus-
tome of our English Nation as the custome and cap-
acity of the places they sails from will admit up-
on penalty of paying damages sustained for neglect
thereof.
g. No master of ship or vessel shall saile into any
Haven or Port except necessitated thereunto by wind
or weather or for want of provision or for security
from Pirates but such port as by charter party or
his bill of lading he is bound unto until he hath
delivered his goods according to his engagement.
If damage to the merchants goods happen thereby such
Master shall make good the same it being duely
proved against him.

^1
10. Officers and marriners to be paid wages according
to agreement upon finishing voyare.
1^. In case of loss of goods by reason of throwing some
overboard to ease the vessel to save rest, the goode
thrown overboard shall not be done without Master
and major part of Company's consent .... which goods
shall be brought to an Average and the whole loss
borne by ship and goods and wages in proportion thai
are saved; the like course shall be for cutting of
masts etc. boats, cables, or anchors .... for the
safety of whole the Merchants goods are to bear pari
of the loss.
16. Any ship or vessel at sea receiving damage of goods
yet bringeth merchant's goods home and delivereth
them according to bills of lading he shall receive
his fraight but if goods be damnified Master or
marriners shall make good the damage, etc.
Let the court instructions to Oaptain Corwin introduce
the later conditions of the Court regulation. It is especial-
ly timely to codify and abbreviate some of the regulations as
minute as were shovm in the quotations from the preceding dec-
ade
.
May 31, 1670 - "Whereas there is a great want of law
books for the use of several Courts and inhabitants of this
jurisdiction at present, and very few of them that are extant
are complete, containing all lav/s now in force amongst us, it
is therefore ordered that (six names one of which Captain Georg
Corwin) or any four of them be appointed a committee to peruse
iall our laws now in force to collect and draw up any literal
errors, or misplacing of words and sentences therein or any
liberties infringed and to make a convenient table for the
ready finding of all things therein that so they may be fitted
for the press and the same to present to the next session of
this Court to be further considered and approved by the Caiirt."
There was much illegal trade between 1675-^9 when the
English Laws of Trade were regularly evaded. Nevertheless, or
perhaps because of this, trade expansion was rapid after 1675
•
To improve matters further in I676 John Hull asked the Massa-
chusetts agents to supplicate the King and Parliament for
5
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exemption from English customs duties on return cargoes from
the Mediterranean.
They also protested the double assessment on goods brought
from plantation colonies and then sent to England. In 167S
Colonial agents asked for removal of the "chief obstructions
on trade" such as paying duties twice over: once when they ex-
ported goods from plantations; again in England on European
goods, other than salt.
The famous diarist Judge Sewall, a contemporary of
Browne, Maule, and Higginson (Corwin died 16S5), tells us
briefly of the haughty entrance into Colonial commerce of the
English officialdom which began to breed ideas of independence
and wrath against the British home office. Ill-Virill did not
burst much into the open until the following century, but it
flashes often in these records of Salem merchants. Mr. Corwin
was more tactful apparently than the others for he tempered
his remarks during the last of his life or else destroyed the
bitter ones.
September 17, I6S9, "five Salem ketches taken by two
French frigates. Soon after this merchants of Salem sent a
petition to the council, stating that their vessels (several
of them) had not returned with their last fares; and six of
them with thirty men had been captured and taken to Port Royal.
They also remajked that they were discouraged from fitting out
their craft next spring and desired an a^ent to be dispatched
to see about those detained by the French. "^
The depression was severe by 169C throughout Massachusett
The war between France and England and the attack on Quebec
interfered with supplies coming from England and the Navigation
1. Perley History of Salem , v. II, p. 3^9.

Laws forbade going elsewhere. Heavy taxes were to be paid.
Paper substitutes for money drove coin out of the country, an-
other hardship noted in Salem, which was one of five principal
commercial and fishing towns of the Province of i^Iassachusetts
Bay which perhaps had 60,000 inhabitants scattered in its
seventy-five towns and six cities.
A few things were done to improve legislation. A new
type of court of common pleas was started. A court of common
pleas was organized for each of the eight counties. In each
court four judges had original jurisdiction in all civil ac-
tions, their judgments being subject to appeal. They could
entertain appeals from decisions of justices of the peace.
Obstructions to trade were called "sweimping of markets
with English goods". The hardships of double duties for sugar,
indigo, cotton, and wool first at the place where they were
laden and again in England was decried by the colonists. When
it applied to fish the complaint of Saleraites ran thus: "If
that we send our fish to Bilboa and carry produce thereof to
the Straits, at great charge and hazard to procure fruits, oil,
soap, wine and salt V/e must go to England to pay his
Majesties customs; which is as cutting off our hands and feet
as to our trade; we must neither do nor walk any more but this
orphan plantation will be crushed."
Thus unfair trade and the rights of the sailors were
shouted loud and clear as the tightening of the Navigation Acts
increased. We shall review the whole development from the

English angle to point out their firm effort to build a strong
state for Britain. It collided with the parallel effort of
the Massachusetts Bay Company to build a strong state for it-
self. The methods were much the same; such as, minute regula-
tion of trade with finally the prohibition of exporting many
raw products. This was a fundamental tenet of early English
mercantilism. It was imitated by Ivlassachusetts legislative
prohibitions on exportation of materials suited for meinufactur-
ing. In 16^5 i"t had been a penal offense to send out any goat
skins "unless dressed and made into gloves or other garments."
By 165^ leather laws prohibited exportation entirely so no more
skins were listed for foreign ports in Corwin or Browne ships.
Money exportation is another exgunple which Mr. Corwin
felt in his business. Up to l6^C no scarcity of coin was felt
in Massachusetts but v/hen money did become scaxce, Massachusettif
modelled laws upon the English plan. Money searchers were ap-
pointed in many places stmong them Salem "to search all persons,
vessels, packs, trunks, chests, boxes, or the like that shall
be transporting out of this jurisdiction."^
Here and in England further methods were used to build
the strong state such as the adoption of protective tariffs and
duties. These were illustrated in many cases of Salem's ac-
tivities as outlined above. Perhaps the most known method was
to build up the so-called "balance of trade" dogma through the
Navigation Acts.
1. Calendar of State Papers America and West Indies
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2. Navigation Acts
As has been shown under the Colonial Control, little in-
terference of trade was encountered from England. This section
will endeavor to point out the grovvth of English efforts to en-
mesh, if not monopolize, colonial commerce. From the settle-
ment of the colonies including the decade l6^0-l650, the colo-
nies were patentees under royal charters who asked Parliament
to confirm their privileges. It inquired rigidly into the
monopolies set up under such charters. Parliament passed legi8-|-
lation regarding trade only. Its control was continuous over
customs from 16^1. In iGkM- New England was exempt from the
payment of all English import and export duties which gave them
great advantgtge over the other colonies and made them the envy
of the rest of the Empire, it was claimed. The series of or-
dinances passed in England to control trade and shipping was
more important in their political than in their economic in-
fluence upon New England, the special students of the legal
aspects claim. These ordinances were aimed mainly to break up
the monopoly of Holland; to build up the merchant-marines of
England and France; as well as to make England the sole market
for colonial goods and trade.
The first particular application to New England came
shortly after the colonies began to export tobacco. The Act of
1650 was a war measure that prohibited ships of all foreign
nations from taking part in the trade of British colonies un-
less licensed by the British Parliament or Council of State.
\{
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This had no direct connection with Salem or its merchants for
they did not deal much in that item. But it indicated the be-
ginning of a new attitude on the part of the home government
to affect them later. In the Act of I65I the aim was to give
the monopoly of comr:ierce between England and the colonies to
British ship ovvners for the purpose of building up British
shipping. "Had its enforcement been as skillful as the draught-
ing of the measure it would have ruined the United Provinces,"
claimed Professor Andrews in his volume Colonial Self-Governmen' ;
The immediate effect of this Act was war with Holland (1652-53)
with England's defeat. Tvio other wars followed (1665-67 and
1672-73) until England finally triumphed. This Act concerned
the Salem merchants little unless they had enterprises across
the Atlantic which was only an occasional venture with thsm.
Coast-wise and ^I'est Indian ventures were their prime field.
However, these I65O Acts laid the basis of the policy which
determined the commercial relations between Great Britain and
the Colonies from then till the end of the colonial period.
Cromwell in I655 allov;ed his Navigation Act (harsh in its
effect on the South) to become a dead letter in New England.
They received here comnodities of all nations free from duty
and sent their ships at will to ports of continental Europe,
Massachusetts kept steady silence during the period of the
ascendancy of the Dictator in England.
The ITavigation' Acts became more important factors in Co-
lonial affairs with the accession of Charles II. Under him the

l660 Act renewed old provisions and added that "no merchandise
shall be imported into the plantations but in English vessels
navigated by Englishmen under penalty of forfeiture." The
"Tonnage and poundage" Act which directed that duties should
be levied on goods taken into or out of England or her ooloniee
This was never enforced in the colonies except in an occasional
effort
.
The West Indies maintained a thriving trade with New
Englatnd. They sent to non-British West Indies fish, flour,
biscuits, lumber, and cattle in exchange for rum, molasses,
sugar, and money or bills of exchange on EnglsLnd. The West
Indies planters suffered through the Enumeration Bill of 166O.
Englajid could not buy all that the colonies had to offer. ^Tien
sugar was transhipped little or no margin of profit was left to
compete with direct shipments from French, Spanish, or Dutch
plantations. Continental English colonies bought most of theii
sugar, molasses and rum from non-British West Indies, 3speciall|r
French West Indies where prices were low. In this the Salem
merchants were slightly affected. However, the general result
in liassachusetts is illustrated by an Act of the General Court
apprehending that English comT.ercial interests would be watch-
ful for any irregularities of trade. In Massachusetts, there-
fore, they repealed certain laws "so that this country might
not be under the least neglect of their duties to his majesty's
just comnaands . ""^
1. Palfrey Compendi ous History
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The Staple Aot provided that goods imported into the do-
minions from Eurppean countries should go through English
ports, i.e. be landed in England after paying custom duties to
be reloaded there for shipping to the colonies. Salt and wines
were to be excepted. The aims were to make England a staple
for commodities in order to give more employment to British
shipping.
Nearly fifty years after the enumeration policy wa«
adopted the only product of continental America affected was
tobacco; later naval stores, rice, iron, and beaver skins in
which Corwin and Browne dealt were affected and lost some trade
thereby.
The general tendency of limiting the market of any goods
to one country is to reduce the price. If harmful to the col-
ony through lowered price, England lessened the severity of
its laws by bounties or the admission of desired article at
low rates or free of duty. The colonies found many ways to
violate the regulations. The greatest hardship was the journey
from the port of destination to England with an empty vessel
for return cargo to the colonies. They were compelled to go
to^foreign market to dispose of non-enumerated articles and
then to go to England for manufactures or imports.
Restrictions v;ere put upon intercolonial trade (Act of
1672) by English merchants in order that England could gain
monopolies. The act provided that a ship loaded with tobacco,
.
sugar, or other enumerated commodities in the country of its
u•
r
production had to give bonds to land it in England, or heavy
duties were to be paid. This hit ITew England hard because
there was exchange with the VJest Indies in fish, cattle, hors-
es, much lumber, sugar, molasses, cotton, logwood, and indigo.
Intercolonial trade was hampered by these laws, but the Corwin
and Browne ships still sailed to their profit.
The Navigation Acts of 1673 v;ere to make more effective
the Acts of 1^60 and 1^^3. They provided for every out-bound
colonial vessel loaded with enumerated articles to give bond
that the articles would be landed in the British Isles or else
pay a specific export duty equal to the import duties levied
in England. London commissioners of custom were authorized to
enforce it. The difference of opinion over its interpretation
bro^jght the new law of I696.
At this point the colonial merchants as a whole believed
the principle that the colony should be regarded as existing
only for the realm to be unfair. They had eagerly counted upon
the protection of the English navy against all foreign foes;
yet they did not feel that complete obedience to the trade lawa
could be expected in return. lir. Corwin and other contemporary
merchants felt this way, if we can trust the fragmentary recordj^
of their attitudes in town meetings and the assemblies of the
General Court. Messrs. Browne and son were less talkative up-
on this subject as their allegiance to the Crown was strong. It
was growing more so during all these last decades of the cen-
tury.
cc
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Maryland, Bermuda, and Massachusetts were the first
colonies to give offense in the eyes of the Board of Trade in
London. They ordered the colonies to send over agents to dis-
cuss matters of trade. Massachusetts did not do so. At the
end of loSl Randolph brought over orders from the King himself
to send more assistant agents to the collector who happened to
be Randolph at that time. When Massachusetts reluctantly sent
over two men, the Englishmen objected to their qualifications.
As a result of the dispute which arose over the matter, the
Massachusetts charter was revoked in l6g^. This brought loss
of trade with England. Five years later William and Mary put
fiin Embargo Act upon certain colonial cargoes which affected the
West Indies trade adversely. The colonial governors sent a
circular letter by swift vessels to apprise merchants of Eng-
land's intent to declare war.^
When Complaints came from individual merchants of Bristol
and Liverpool that the Navigation Acts were evaded to their
private loss and to the damage of the commercial interests of
the realm, steps were taken to establish a Council of Comnierce.
Charles II revived the Board of Trade and Plantations. The
Board of Trade was made up of eight active members paid regular
salaries, and other prominent men in the British government.
In a sense they were a committee of Privy Council with large
powers. They had authority to supervise the administration of
the plan in addition to examining all laws passed by colonial
legislation. They also had the power to make recommendations
1. James Truslow Adams, The Founding of New England
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as to which should be confirmed or disallowed, beside hearing
complaints from overseas. Their chief aim was "to make colo-
nies profitable to the mother country."
1696 was a notable year in England since it witnessed
the establishment of trade and plantation commissioners. More
Navigation Acts of significance were passed. The failure of
the ministry to protect merchant shipping had so exasperated
the merchant classes that Parliament was forced to do something
The efforts of colonis-^s, merchants, and ministers in-
creased the interest in the Caribbean. All of this broiight
England more effectively into the struggle for Spanish inheri-
tance. The West Indian Islands were the most favored of all
colonial possessions of England. Great pains were taken on
both political and economic grounds to restrict their trade
to Englishmen in order to develop these plantations. An im-
mense amount of English capital was engaged in the commerce
around those islands. Illicit trade between the West Indian
islands and Mexico was valued by colonists because it allowed
them to get quantities of silver with which they paid for Euro-
pean goods in the eighteenth century.
The extent of the violation of the Navigation Acts as a
whole was and still is a subject of controversy.. Though there
was much illegal trading, the volume of this illicit trade with
the exception of that between the West Indies in defiance of
the Molasses Act which was systematically violated was not rel-
atively large.
r1
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The profitable work of the Salem merchants in spite of
these oppressive acts is noteworthy. Their efforts to keep
Massachusetts trade harmonious with the will of the home countr
through legislative enactment took much courage. Their own
personal methods in trade are apparently strictly fair.
Mr. Corwin's civic and legal record cited in the appendix ^
gives many examples of an honest effort to keep within the
commercial limitations of his day.
1. Pages 89-9^-

VMarch of Salem Commerce I67O-I7OO
The trade of Salem in the second half of this century may
be divided into two other lines: that in which the merchstnt
dealt in small lots within a local area, and that in which the
Oriental traffic was proposed, llx . Thomas Maule is a clear
example of the former and Mr. Higginson of the second. The
last decade after the death of Messrs. Corwin and Browne but
including the great activities of Messrs. Maule and Kigginson
was the time when the several lines of commerce were thoroughly
consolidated to make the foundations of colonial enterprise
stable. The West Indian advancement was great since the mer-
cantile systems of New England and old England were dividing
sharply. The West Indian profits were being used to pay the
colonial debts to England. Ships could be built there more
cheaply than in the European coast countries, particularly
those along the Baltic shore; hence, a local ship-building
enterprise was promoted. The fisheries only competed with
Newfoundland. They kept local profits for local uses. These
lines of trade became so profitable that Europeans of several
countries were envious of their competition. D'Avenant*s
comment in I69S was the most daring. He said, "New England is
most prosper for building ships and breeding seamen, and their
soil affords plenty of cattle; besides which, they have good
fisheries, so that, if we should go to cultivate among them the
•t 1
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art of navigation, and teach them to have a naval force, thsy
may set up for themselves, and make the greatest part of our
West Indian Trade precarious as well as absorbing the colonial
carrying trade and merchandizing,"
There seemed to be two views of commerce at the immediate
end of the century. The encouraging note of John Higginson is
the one to notice here as it will be supported by numerous
letters^ from him to his brother in India which paved the way
for the notable nineteenth century trade relations with the
Orient. Higginson wrote of commerce in Salem in 17OC - "Pry
merchantable codfish for markets of Spain, Portugal, the
Straights, refuse fish, lumber, horses, and provisions for the
West Indies. Returns made directly to England are sugar, mo-
lasses, cotton, wool, logv/ood, and Erasilet to-wood, for which T^fs
depend on the West Indies. O'jx own produce, a considerable
quantity of whale and fish-oil, whalebone, furs, deer, elk,
and bearskins are annually sent to England." Commerce con-
tinued on similar lines till the beginning of the American
Revolution.
1. Thomas l-Iaule, Literary I/Ierchant
Mr. Ivlaule, the Quaker, was conspicuous in many ways. He
was so highly intelligent and capable that he grew prosperous
in spite of much ill-will against him. He was born in England,
May 11, 16^, He came to the Barbadoes when he was twelve
years old, chiefly for his health's sake (according to the
records) rather than for trading as did the merchants already
1. Appendix p, 10^4-108

mentioned. He was an axdent mystio of twenty-four years when
he arrived at Ilaumkeag in I069. Here he so enraged the church
members "that they stirred up the rulers against him and fined
the man where he was kept (or boarded) 50f (or 50 sh. the
records are not exact) for entertaining him." Ilr. Maule had tc^
take a whipping of ten stripes in the public square May 3, 1^6^ ,
because he accused Reverend Francis Higginson of preaching
false doctrines. These two incidents forecast his later con-
demnation for his literary works that were offensive to the
strict Puritan contemporaries of the town.
Mr. :iaule was a tailor at first, but soon began a large
successful business dealing in all kinds of medicine, country
produce, furs, staves, tobacco, grain, hay, and rum. Mr. Mauld
declares in his own receipt-bock that he traded largely "in al3|
ordinary articles of commerce exchanged between New England
merchants of that time."*^ Most other references to him from
1623-1702 style him "merchant." As we study the fragmentary
documents concerning his transactions, we observe that the tern)
"merchant" is used more as it is in the twentieth century. It
may be a "retailer" as well as "grosser"; a step different
from the connotation of "merchant" in Messrs. Corwin and
Browne's time.
'-Ir. Llaule bought land of one Job Hilliard in the year of
his coming, I669. That v^as the usual first step of a seven-
teenth century merchant. He built a presentable home less
costly and elaborate than the Corwin or Brovme mansions but
1. Perley History of Salem , v. II, p. 272.
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superior to those of his neighbors. It was a social meeting
place for many as well as a hotbed for the expression of radi-
cal opinions of the day. Here the Quakers of Salem held their
meetings for worship and business. The account book of Joshua
Euffum (one of the accused and persecuted Quakers, who was a
carpenter, millwright, farmer, miller, cabinet-maker, machinisi
,
a very ingenious and industrious man) reports that Thomas Maule
engaged him "to build the house thirty-five feet long, twenty
feet broad; stud fourteen feet in height with a gate at end
1
two foot." Part of the cost was ^7f, 3s., lOd. Some writers
think that Indians were employed to do some of the rougher
sort of work about it, because the price was so low.
Thomas 'Jaule's business was profitable as well as large,
I
shown by his ownership of several parcels of land. One was on
T/inter Island, then a village of merchant 's warehouses and fish
houses. Maule had a building for storing merchandise in trade;
probably with the Barbadoes then the principal foreign mart of
New England merchantmen. One parcel was called "meeting-house
pasture" near first Quaker meeting-house with six acres of land,
His orchard was near the present North Church. His other lands
were in the North-fields and elsewhere. The best known was on
the south side of Essex Street on the spot where the mansion of
Mr. Corwin stood in lS6l.
I6S5-I626, Maule 's business payments in cash amounted to
l^^k-t, 58., lid. and lC59f, gs., 7d. respectively which re-
duced to dollars and cents and tested by relative prices of
1. Essex Institute Historical Collections
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labor (reckoning a day's work for a first-rate mechanic at
that at three shillings of then currency) would be equivalent
to fdS,500 fiuid $12,500 respectively cash business per year in
I6SI. His receipt-book in the Essex Institute shows that he
bought of wholesale merchants in Boston and Salem goods to the
value of 1500f annually.
Thomas Maule's customers were very famous: such people
as Judge Bartholomew Gedney, magistrate, first judge of pro-
bate in Essex County; Henry Bartholomew, magistrate, second
Clerk of Courts; Hilliard Veren, old colonial recorder and
collector of customs; John Croade, short time, register of
probate; Benjaunin Gerrish, clerk and collector of customs;
!£ajor Stephen Sewall, clerk of customs and special Oyer and
Terminer for trying persons accused of witchcraft and first
register of deeds eind first register of probate and withal, a
sort of factotum in Salem courts and public offices; Philip
English, Deliverance Parkman, Joseph Hardy, others of Salem,
and many Boston firms and merchants of distinction. All
these were traders in the articles that their Quaker neighbor
bought and sold.
Captain Corwin's family dealt with him often for writing
materials, cloth or sundries. The following item is interestin
as another link between the merchants of the first part of the
century and the last.
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January 12th, l6gi^•.
"An account of Sundry Goods had of Thomas lilaule for the
funerall of Ca-otain George Corwin
11 Bh d
3 crs. 1. black v^^orsted stockons 01: ©1: 00
1 pr. boy* 3 bla yarn stockons at 21d OC: 01: 09
S dz. and 3 P men's and women's gloves ..06: 12: 00
^1 yds. Allamode at Vyd OS: C^^-: 00
etc. Ribandes
muslin
galloons
buttons
o^IL X 0 0
(12 items in all) , Total 21: 13: 11
Errors Excepted by me Thomas !iaule"
In the decade I67O-I6SO we find Maule expressing himself
independently and having some relations with the earlier mer-
chants. The following items illustrate his activities which
are important only because they show his peculiar handicaps.
In the intolerant days of his life-time especially among the
inhospitable neighbors referred to above, frequent tiffs might
have lost him customers or even excommunicated him. It seems
as though his intellectual ability and the fine manners men-
tioned by the diaxists allowed him to live in Salem regardless
of his heretical opinions. At first he was allowed to fit
into the local church, but he soon withdrew to meet with his
own group at his own home.
"Att a meeting of Selectmen Mr, Browne and Mr. Corwin
etc. being present Agreed with Thomas Maule to ring the Bell
ajid Sweep the Meeting house, for this year and he is to have
6f for his pains .
"
The next two items are the records of his quarrels with
the hardheaded neighbors.
1. Corwin Mss.
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"File 2621. No. 1. August l6, l6gl. William King and
Thomas Maule ca^ne before n:e, Thomas Maule complaining of
William King for his cursing and speaking blaspheomously etc.
August 22, 16S1, Williair. King being examined a second time be-
fore the Worshipful William Browne and myself concerning his
blasphemous speeches remaining obstinate is sentenced to be
committed to Boston prison. E. Gedney, Assistant."-^
"Thomas Waller and William Downe testified that Thomas
Maule sitting upon Mr. Turley's wharf was taking account of
his goods, and Robert Kitchen came and asked I/Iaule v/hether he
had gotten William King hanged or not and said :.Iaule asked if
it was not sufficient to abuse him abroad too. "Now ye Rogue,'
said Kitchen, "I'll break yr head." V^hereupon he struck off
said Maule' s hatt and on the back with his cane."l
"Personally appeared before me on Behalfe of our Sover-
eign the King. Thomas Maule of Salem complainette against
Isaac Sternes of Salem glazier for that the said Isaac Sternes
did upon the l6th day of this Instant month of Aprill neere
the evening of the aforesaid l6th of Aprill in Salem in County
of Essex near the house of Dan'l Lai^bert lay violent hands
upon and throw downe a steepe bank or hill the said complaincr,
Thomas Maule, with other abusive actions and thereby greatly
hurt his (Thomas Maule 's) Body that he is very doubtful whether
it may not be the Cause of his death Being at present thereby
in great pain and very sick etc, witnesses John Stacy,
Chaxles Phillips, George Thomas Jr. This complaint was ex-
hibited before me Salem, April ly, 'SS, J^hn Kathorne, Justice
of peace . "2
Thomas Maule amswered to Judge Cooke in I692, "I do not
fear youx whip, goal, or gallows. I have suffered ten times
in your jurisdiction, five by Imprisonment, three times by
the loss of goods taken from me, and twice by cruel whipping.
You have burnt l6f worth of my books and have not as yet given
me any copy of the particulars of the charges against me."
Such was his disregard of the expressions of ill-will all
around him. This fearless attitude of his won contemporary
respect although it did not prevent the great trial when he
published his pamphlets in a later decade.
His writings in regard to trading were notable because
they show considerable daring. They were such a help in en-
coijraging public opinion to favor independence from England
1, :,'Ir8. Duren's copy of Records of Supreme Judicial Court Early
Files of Suffolk County
.
2, Court Records Superior Court of Essex County, v. k-J , p. I19.
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that it may be another reason for not driving him out of the
town. He wrote of English trade with the Indiana:- "English
could trade without paying 5f in money for every pint of strong
drink they sold to an Indian, without license from the Rulers,
who did license such as aforesaid, to sell what they thought
good, insomuch that some of the Traders have boasted, that
their profit was 1000* in Furs, for lOOf in Rum, Gunpowder and
other Goods with which they traded; but of all their trading
goods they said rum was the chief." He was so disgusted at
I^assachusetts Bay's catering to England by sending to the Eng-
lish navy a cgirgo of Mew England's best masts that he wrote
this couplet:
"Priests, Rulers, masts for Ships, Deceit and Lyss Withall,
Poor people made to pay for presents to Whitehall."
Soon after the witchcraft persecutions he wrote:- "If New Eng-
land be not guilty then the people in Foreign countries are
the more to blame to cry out at the sight of New England ves-
sels so much as they do against Persecution, Deceit, Hypocrasiej
false Doctrine, Surfeited Horses, and the like of stinking fisi
and other Cheats, with which it is common for Hypocrites and
Persecutors to trade .... The English laws are for New England
idols."
He engaged in brickmaking as a profitable local manufac-
turing enterprise. It is very likely that some of the bricks
were exported in the coast-wise trade between colonies. The
following quotations from the court records show his troubles
',1
t
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I in this endeavor. They are characteristic of his personal
nature. They show, too, the efforts of seventeenth-century
laborers to procure true workmanship and to execute contracts
faithfully.
"The testimony of John Mason aged 6^, saieth that of
doing at Isaac Stearns brick kill when John Stacey carried
away bricks for Thomas Maule and said Stacey did let fall many
of the bricks and broke them and whatever broke his last to
the quantity If 12,000, all of which brick was good merchant-
able brick according to what have bin counted merchantable and
was improved in making brick etc."
"Llaule vs. Stearns in Court of Pleas att Salem, December
1667. Summons - There to answer ye complaint of Thomas Maule
of Salem merchant for cheating of said Llaule about a parcell 0;
bricks to his great damage hereof make Return. Dated in Salem
November S, l6S7, and in ye Third year of our Reign, Curiam
Stephan Sewall Clerk, bond taken, November I6S7, Deputy
Sheriff,"
"Isaac Stearns, December 6, 'S7, at an Superior Court at
Salem held the l^th of December in ye third year of reign of
King James ye second over England ajid New England.
Isaac Stearns complaineth of Thomas Maule in ye custody
of ye Marshall and of a plea of trespass upon ye case for for
that he render him said Isaac Stearns ye sum of 5f> 3sh., or
there about in money or goods at money price for which he,
said Thomas Maule declareth against Isaac Stearns and unjustly
detaineth upon ye balance of an account for 13,000 and 100 of
merchantable brick and 3,000 of filling bricks and forty bu-
shells of lyme being of proper goods etc .... but fraudulently
in tending to defraud him. Isaac Stearns humbly prayeth ys
judgement of this honored court for ye same with his damage
thereby sustained amounting to which sum of ten pounds or there)
about. Signed Isaac Stearns.
To the honored Court of Pleas to be held at Salem for thel
County of Essex the l^th day of 10 month, 16^7, Thomas Maule,
Salem Shopkeeper his declaration against Isaac Stearns of Salen|
brick maker. Promised to sell four thousand of merchantable
bricks to be made according to the accustomed price of IS shil-|
lings the thousand and to be delivered at said Stearns kill noij
his dwelling, bricks were good and merchantable, Maule claims.
After the man bought them the clay was not dug in season nor
well weathered but unworthily full of gravell and pieces of
stone . "^
His writings and the consequent trial illustrate his con-|
tact with the legal forces of the day. He did not contribute
1. Court Records - Superior Court of Essex County, Vol. ^7,
pages 62-65
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to the freiming or to the organization of laws or legal proce-
dure as did Messrs. Corwin and Browne, but his trial is of
moment in both Massachusetts and New England history. It was
the earliest case of prosecution for libel in Massachusetts,
1695. The result brought out the independence of a jury which
up to that time had been a tool in the hands of the judges.
Thomas Maulcwas one of the most vehement writers against
Church and State. His first book was published in I655. The
preface was dated I690, and the end I695. It took the best
paxt of five years for him to virrite the 275 pages. No local
printer would set up Maule's book, Truth Held Forth and
!Jaintair:ed
.
so he had to employ William Bradford to print it
for him. in New York. All of .Maule's writings show much study
among classical works. Although he could not claim to be a
man of learning, he succeeded in shedding so much light upon
the intolerance of the times that a better understanding began
to show itself among all classes. He wrote several pamphlets
beside his two books.
When the heretical book. Truth Set Forth and Maintained,
made its way before the New England public, the general course
was:
1. To have all copies that could be found seized and burnt
by hangmen.
2. To have it answered usually by I/Ir. Norton of Ipswich who
was the polemical champion of New England.
3. To bring its author or circulator to punishment.
1I
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Therefore when the book was talked about:
1, -vlr. Sheriff George Corwin on warrant from Governor and
Council searched his house seized burned all volumes to
value of l6f . Corwin in his returns says he found at
the house of ".laule "31 said pamphlets."
2, Cotton leather tried to answer it.
3, Maule himself was arrested December 12, l695; tried and
acquitted.
The famous Salem diarists. Judge Sewall and Dr. Bentley,
sum up the famous trial effectively:
"Thomas Maule, shopkeeper of Salem is brot before the
Council to answer for his printing and publishing a pamphlet
quarto. Truth Held Forth and :.laintained .... I (Judge Sewall)
was with Dame Walker and Samuel came to call me to take Maule*fi
Recognizance."
"Thomas Maule, shopkeeper of Salem, is brought before
the Council to answere for his printing and publishing a pam-
phlet quarto 260 pages, entituled Truth Held Forth and Ilaintain
ed, owns, the book, but will not own all till sees his Copy
which is at ITew York Book is ordered to be burnt, being
stuffed with notorious Lyes and Scandals." etc.
"Ride to Salem, November 10, I696. November 11, I696,
Grand Jury present Thomas I-Iaule for publishing his scandalous
Book. Jury of Tryals, of whom Captain Turner and Captain King,
were two, bring him in Not Guilty, at which he triumphs. "1
"September 23, l&lk-, Saw dish of pewter belonging to
Thomas I.Iaule who gave^much trouble to the first and second
generation in Salem."
At Thomas ilaule»s death in 172^, he left his books to
his wife. There is no list of titles, but the fact shows that
he was literary. Unfortunately, we cannot tell the exact
profits which he gained from his sale of books but all later
references call Maule a well-to-do citizen. No inventory like
that of Corwin is available to testify to his herb and
1. Judge Sewall Diary , v. I, I67W7OO, p. ^+16
2. Reverend Dr. Bentley Diary
.
v. IV, p. 2£5

brick-laying business. Dou"btless, his hounding enemies led
him to keep records of all transactions in cipher. At any
rate, he may stand as typical of the long list of unknown
traffickers in the late decades of the seventeenth century
who did not charter whole ships, but shared somewhat in each
importation. They frequently took part in the exporting to
the Southern colonies, the Barbadoes, or other West Indian
points.
c
2. The Higginson Brothers, Foreshadowsrs
The Higginson family may represent the merchant class of
the last decade of the seventeenth century. They were grand-
sons of the famous Reverend Francis Higginson, an early comer
to the Massachusetts Bay Colony, Their father. Reverend John
Higginson, settled in Salem toward the middle of the century.
The eldest son, John (16^7-1720) beceune a prominent merchant
trading in textiles, spices, and other European commodities
as early as I669. Later in the l690e he was extensively en-
gaged in fishing. He wrote his brother in 1697, that his own
"estate was competent and acquired through fishing, but it has
in this yeai been considerably diminished by lossesj" referring
to the Contemporary wars with France. He invested in bottomry
owning shares in many ships which yielded good profits. He
recommended to his brother Nathaniel interest in the Barbadoes*
trade as an incentive for Nathaniel to undertake the establish-
ment of the East India trace.
Nathaniel Higginson went from Salem to England to visit
some relatives there in 167^. He was only twenty-one years of
age at the time so he looked for a profitable opening for a
^
career. His father rightly despaired of his return to Salem.
He was employed in the mint at London Tower in I6SI. Finally
he entered the service of the East India Company. They
stationed him at Fort St. George, Madras in l6S3 for the next
nine years. Meanwhile his family in Salem were much concerned
at learning nothing from their promising relative. He was

silently making a reputation for himself at a particularly
' troublesome time in Indians history. The Llahrattas were at wai
T;ith the Great Mogul. The Dutch and English were in alliance
against French interests. Owing to the Revolution in England,
Pondi cherry fell to the Dutch in I693, so it was an unsettled
area to control. In spite of this difficulty ITathaniel Hig-
ginson was named second in the Council to govern and regulate
trade in the area.
Sir Josiah Child, governor of Board of Directors in
England wrote:- "Let none of you think much or grudge at the
speedy advancement of Mr. Higginson. We do not do it out of
any partiality to him, for he has no relation here to speak
for him, not ever had the ambition to think of such a thing foi
himself, neither have we done it out of any ill feeling or
disrespect of others now being of our Council, but sincerely
as we apprehend for the public good, knov?ing him to be a man
of learning and competently well read in the ancient histories
of the Greeks and Latins which, with a good stock of natural
parts only, can render a man fir for government and political
service, martial prudence, and other requisites for ruling
over a great city. Formerly, when the activities of the place
were merely those of trading merchants, being bred a boy in
India or studying long there and speaking the language under-
standing critically the trade of the place were enough, but
now the company as formed 'into the Condition of a Sovereign
State in India that we may offend or defend ourselves* and an
administrator was needed."-^
Such the Company believed they found in Higginson. When Child
sent out orders to form Madras into a municipality in l6?^4-,
Higginson received the favor of being the first mayor. He
took "care and charge of the general books and accompts and
the Mint". He held mayor's court once a fortnight.
Nathaniel Higginson 's post was significant at that time
because it was England's principal fort. An early writer says
that "the original fortress was one hundred yards square
1. Bernard Steiner Nathaniel Higginson, p. 6
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surrounded with battlements, having four bastions and two gates
one to the west v^here the main guard is kept; and the other
facing the east and to the sea, later used for government of-
fices. To the north of the fort stood the exchange, a magnifi-
cent building. On top was a light house hinety feet above sea
level at high water. It might be seen from the decks of the
Company *s ships above seventeen miles and from their mast-heads
nearly twenty-six miles. There were many handsome houses with-
in the fort, but the Company's servants and merchants generally
live in the country."^ The articles procurable at Ivladras for
exchange with England (hence, occasionally with the colonies)
vv-ere very valuable. They included diamonds in the rough,
other precious gems, many curious, fine textiles e.g. chintzes,
ginghams, callawapores; indigo, cinnabar, aloes and other
spices
.
From this vantage point of the East, Nathaniel Higginson
finally communicated with his brother, John, at the old port of
vantage, Salem, Uaseachusetts . His letters went via England to
Mr. Mathew Collet, linen-draper, his agent. Hence they often
took a whole year to reach their final destination.
The most important interchange is described in the frag-
ment of Nathaniel's letter asking for information about New
England's condition with John's comprehensive reply in 17OO.
These letters show as clearly as can be proved the actual state
of commerce of Salem at that time. They suggest the advantages
which Boston and Salem could expect if they would establish a
mercsjitile exchange in London. Although these Higginson mer-
chants were only foreshadowers of the Oriental trade of nine-
teenth century Salem, they are significant as proponents of
the project which later generations found to be exceedingly
profitable. They helped to focus the mercantile interests of
1, Milburn Oriental Commerce
, p. 2l6
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the New World upon a world basis rather than upon the con-
tinental unit of the first half of the seventeenth century.
The two letters referred to above eire quoted here. In
the appendix there will be found added extracts from the cor-
respondence.^
"Fort St. George, October 6, 1699, Nathaniel waiting to
brother John in Salem. (Only a fragment of the letter exists.)
"my wife has an inclination to go to New England and my own
longing desire to see my friends makes me think of it often . .
,
"I have desired you to give me a particular account of the trad
of New England, both to England and other parts; and if you can
give an encouraging proposal, I shall readily do all that lies
in my power to prosecute it such a manner as vdll be most for
your advantage, by giving you consignments not only from myself
but others whom I cetn probably engage to join with me." "I
therefore desire to be satisfied in the follov^ing questions.
1. How a stock of five or ten thousand pounds may be employed?
2. Whether two ships can be euiployed constantly between Eng-
land and New England with that stock
,
and of what burden?
3. How many trips can one ship make between England and New
England, and what are the r.roper seasons of voyaging?
k-. How may Barbadoes, Jamaica, Virginia or other places in the
West Indies, or in Europe be made use of in carrying trade
between England and New England and please to name corres-
pondents whom you have employed or known in such places?
5. Whether Salem or Boston be the best port of trade?
If Boston, whether you can manage business there while your
residence is in Salem?
7. List of goods usually imported and exported to and from
New England with their prices and quantity vendible."
"If you oculd send one of your children who has been bred a
merchant and unmarried so as to meet me in England -'n July or
August lyCO I should be glad to see him .... and to put him
into some business suitable to his capacity. It seems probable
that the two East India Companys will unite into one, in which
case I think I could produce his going in their service accord-
ing to his capacity, or possibly send him to India on a single
voyage to China whither the Company do yearly send a ship or
two with factors who go and return with the ship there being no
settlement in China. The latter (of voyaging) would be the
best em.ployment that I know of for a young man."^
Fragment of John Higginson's answer to Nathaniel's
questions Salem, August 29, I7CO
.
e
1. Appendix pages 104-10g
2. Massachusetts Historical Collections. 3rd Series VII. p. 215
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"You say 'may a stock of five to ten thousand pounds be em-
ployed? '
"
"The trade of J^"ev; England is large. We trade to all parts
where the law doth not prohibit. Our principal con.iv.odi ties
are dry merchandise, cod-fish fit for markets of Spaine,
Portugal, the Straits, also refuse dry fish, mackerel, lum-^
ber horses and provisions for the West Indies; the effects
whereof mostly return for England. The returnes made di-
rectly hence for England are chiefly sugar, molasses, cot-
ton, wool, logwood, and brazilla-wood; for which we are be-^
holden to the VJest Indies. Of our owne produce, we have
considerable quantity of whale and other fish-oyles, whale
bone, furrs, deer, elk, and bear skins which are usually
sent for England,
mines; but for want
and copper
little got
employ his
.e have also silver, lead,
of artists, there has been
out of them. In all or any of which a man may
money.
"
"Two ships may be employed with the stock of a hundred tons
or more; but here is much shipping freight very low, and it
is a query whether you had not better ship upon freight,
than hire or owne vessels. The factor here may always have
freight when he can provide it."
"It is possible for a ship to make two trips in a year, but
it is seldom done. The season for voyaging is almost all
the year; the dead of winter most difficult to Come on this
coast; the best time between April and November."
"Bsirbadoes, Jamaica, Virginia and other places in the West
Indies are very proper to be made use of in making returns
for England of their commodities, the more advantageous di-
rect from hence. For instance, molasses has been this year
® 12d a gallon, beside charge of casks and in Barbadoes and
much molasses which has been shipped of hence for England
cost here Ss a gallon, besides other charges of commission,
cooperage etc." Sugar and cotton are much the same." ....
"At Jamaica are sugar and log-wood for returns and other
things, pieces of eight and for Eilboa."
"Boston in some respects, Salem in others (best for trade).
Both well improved may do well."
"Propose my son Nathaniel now at prentice
Browne should live in Boston and manage a
and what goods may be proper for our trade at Salem, I
would manage here. And should often be also at Boston to
oversee and assist there." (names others, son John etc. who
will also help) "Considering that money is of late grown
80 exceeding scarce amongst us that the making of returns
for England by way of Barbadoes, Leeward Islands, Bilboa,
Oporto, Cadiz, and Isle of Wight, would be more easy and
safe than direct for England and it's probable, more ad-
vantageous; because money being scarce and returns direct,
difficult to be got, debts must be contracted to procure
money which will be hardly got in; where as a man may sell
more goods, and better get in his debts more speedily and
with I/Ir. Benjamin
warehouse there.
<(
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certainly for barter of goods for those markets than direct
7. "I enclose and send a list of those goods which I judge
proper for Salem trade "I do not advise to send any-
extra high priced things, the meaner sort most vendible."
"But dear brother the uncertainty of markets at home and
abroadj the scarcity of money; the doubts I have, that ther^
will be an encouraging profit in sending this way, make me
doubt (footnote, interprets as apprehend^ that you and I
shall be frustrated in our expectation."-^
The relation between the several merchants of the seven-
teenth century has been pointed out. Captain Corwin and Mr.
Browne were almost continuously on the same commissions. They
invested often in the same enterprises. They dealt in similar
lines of merchandise in the same general areas so their whole
careers were quite petrallel, Ivlr. Ilaule's case came to Captain
Corwin 's attention. One of the William Browne's took the depo-
sitions of I-'Iaule's case when called for trial on the heresy
charge. The Higginsons' names appear in Captain Corwin' s ac-
count books as buying quires of paper, inkhorns, and writing
materials at his shop. The Higginsons (father and son John)
left quite a large library for the times. It was partly ac-
quired with the Browne and Corwin collections which were or-
dered to be sent here gradually from London. Nathaniel's civic
and legal efforts had no part in Salem's history. He did not
Come back here to settle in spite of the recommendations of his
brother John, but returned to England from Madras in 17OO where
he established himself as a merchant till he died there in I70S
No attention seems to have been paid to the Oriental field of
commerce till much later. Success was ahead however for the
Higginson descendants when the great glory of Salem's East
1. I^Iassaohusetts Historical Collect ion^ III Series VII, p.21S-
221.
rr
Indian career began. The first vessel from Salem went to the
Orient in 17^7. The East India trade was opened by ito. Derby
175s - with ship "Atlantic." This commerce in which Higgin-
son's heirs took part lasted through the first half of the
nineteenth century.
ft
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VI
Sails Set for the "Text Century
These four prominent groups of merchants helped to de-
velop the Salem of their day in more ways than have been des-
cribed. Through contemporary action in civic and legal affairs
they increased the general conmiercial efficiency of Salem.
They also won much personal praise. Their successes increased
the common welfare considerably. The same thing was happening
in E>jLrppean countries as the comii-ercial revolution progressed.
New magnates led to the front an influential small group of
civic-minded merchants. They in turn becajne more numerous till
they formed a mercantile class of importance to the next gen-
eration.
As selectmen for many terms Messrs . Corwin and Browne v;on
considerable business; such as furnishing timber or planks for
bridges or the repairing of some town building. They gained
prestige and help for their enterprises by halping to declare
the boundaries of the town. Their acquaintance with laborers
was continuous over a long period as the hired workers of
veirious sorts for the appraisal of goods found on -vvrecks, or
for mounting guns at the forts. Their skill in knowing char-
acter grew shrewd as they dealt with mariners, serious-minded
business men, lawyers, judges, representatives of the General
Court and an endless array of customers of all sorts.
lir. Corwin must have had special skill in the analysis of
documents for the General Court appointed him to peruse many
e
petitions put before them in order to suggest suitable action.
His knowledge of military affairs was widely known. He was no
only asked to suggest how Boston's forts mught be improved, bu
also was made Captain of a company of troopers to fight the
Indians
.
His honesty called him to audit town accounts; to help
establish and supervise the mint; to collect many public debts,
He was often on the committees to fix the town or the county
rate. VvTien Corwin grew too old to do much active work, he was
asked to study the laws of the Colony in order to classify
them better. He became an arbitrator in many kinds of dis-
putes and a lender of money for many public enterprises.
Hardly an inventory was filed in the county which did not show
some financial relation to the Corwin estate.
Mr. Browne senior was a close associate of Captain Corwir
in commercial deals of all kinds. He was, apparently, less ac-
tive in their supervision and management. Probably, this was
due to his special skill in legal matters. I-Iany examples are
found in the Corwin manuscripts of wir. Browne's skill in col-
lecting dues, attending to the issuing of licenses, and con-
tracts. He was the counsellor for the Generall Court of the
colony as well as for the town and county.
One of !Ir. Brov/ne*s special ventures was to buy and sell
money. In 16SO-I7OO he bought "pieces of eight," and letters
of credit from two or more Teneriffe merchants. Two-hundred
"pieces of eight" in Bilboa for buying wines was a small item.
11
He became executor for many estates so he was called
upon often to settle accounts. He gave many debts to the
courts to settle for his own affairs or for the estates. In
later life he became more active judicially than commercially.
Although his money was to the end of his life invested in trad-
ing ventures, he left the oversight to others. He became a
judge of the Quarterly Court in Salem, later assistant, and
finally a member of Sir Edmund Andros's council.
After his wealth was acquired he kept aloof from the
common people as a high-brow, displaying his virealth in gifts
to charity and to Harvard University. He was somewhat less
active in the management of town and county affairs than the
insistent and sometimes temperamental Captain,
Mr. Maule was less conservative, apparently less grave
than the rest. He was more of a radical, ready to argue boldly
for his place in the town for the purpose of keeping his promisf
ing pEurt in commerce. He did not, of course, receive the gen-
eral acclaim which the others did because his views were too
extreme as they followed the non-conforming Quaker philosophy.
The Higginson brothers were scholarly and refined. Their
activity was chiefly to place a program for com-:r.ercial expan-
sion before the community. They used the experience of their
many business deals to work out a philosophical theory for trad#
which could carry Salem out of its local self-sufficiency into
the world-7ri.de field with Boston as a companion port and sole
rival
.
c
Summary
The first part of the seventeenth century found Salem a
small village acting as a self-sufficient trading-unit. It wai|
the center of a web of dealings in faxm products, fish, furs,
and lumber with a group of village neighborhoods. The pioneer
wooden shack-like homes, the fort, and the Governor's house of
Naumkeag v/ere to change between l6^C-l6SO into Salem, the town
nucleus of Essex County trade. During the last two decades of
the century it was to beooine the commercial port for all New
England and most of the new world.
Some of the first great problems were the division of
the land, the building of better homes, warehouses, custom-
houses, and wharves to make it a permanent port where farming
and local town barter should be subordinate to the great enter-
prises of the day. The three types of seventeenth century com-
merce everywhere were:
1. Fishing, lumbering, fur-trading, - coastwise and inter
colonial
.
2. ^-Jest Indian activities.
3. European interchange.
The personal activities of a few individual merchants
(examples Ilr. Peter, the Corwins, and the Brownes) and their
families accomplished all this. A series of Messrs. Corwin'g
and Browne's rather successful ventures in fur-trading, fishing
and lumbering are traced. The handicaps of their work were
tremendous including: lack of capital, equipment, and markets.
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Transportation, exchange, and legal procedure were slow. A
shortage of money and labor produced great troubles. Insecu-
rity of trade was due to the menace of pirates, irregular co-
lonial laws, English or European interference.
During the last two decades of the century, several lines
of commerce were thoroughly consolidated to make stable the
foundation of colonial enterprise. This made a sharp division
between New England's and old England's mercantile system. The
Navigation laws were passed because England as the Mother Co\m-
try wanted her American possessions to stay primarily agricul-
tural; thus to be a market for her manufactured goods as well
as to be a source of her raw materials—the essence of mer-
cgintilism.
Newer lines of oornn-.eroe in Salem ajid the beginning of
manufactured goods led the daring merchants to think of break-
ing off the shackles of the home country. Of Course, the
latter did not happen until much later than our period but the
foundations for new enterprises were being laid by I^Iessrs.
]!Iaule and Higginson,
These four prominent merchants carried contemporaneously
three man-sized enterprises— their comi^ercial, civic, and legal
duties. Their masterly skill in these ways was interwoven with
such Social graces that they were endeared to many of their
fellow-men. The com;.':ercial history of seventeenth century
Salem trade may be written largely in the biographies of these
merchants. Salem by 17OO was Boston's companion port, known
throughout the new world and around the globe.
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APPENDIX
I
Corwin (manueoript concerning fur trade )
"1i?hereas trade of furrs with the Indians in this juris-
diction doth properly belong to the Commonv/ealth and not unto
a particular person who without liberty of this court doe traf-
fic with Indians several prohibited comodities as gunns, pow-
der, shott and strong liquor if they doe this after publica-
tion except only such as are authorized by this Court ....
lOOf penalty for every offence.""^
Therefore, at this time Messrs. Corwine and Browne peti-
tioned the General Court to establish the fur company. It was
a characteristic business of that day, but no records suggest
how profitable it became.
"In answer to the petition of Captain William Hathorne,
Mr. William Browne etc., :!r. George Corwin etc. the Court judg-
eth it meete to graunt them a plantation of tenn miles square
about forty or fifty miles from Springfield to the west-ward,
about two-thirds way to Fort Awrania, so as they beginne it in
eighteene moneths."^
"In answer to petition of many including George Corwine
in behalf of themselves and Company, the Court judge th it meete
to order that a present clayme be made of our just rights upon
Hudsons River neere the Fort of Awrania by a letter from this
Court to the Dutch governor desiring that free liberty be per-
mitted according to oustome of nations by their e efforts, to or
1. Records of Colony of Massachusetts, I65G-6O, v. IV, p. 374-

from such toune or tounes as shall be erected there within our
jurisdiction and order the said letter be delivered to Major
Hauthorne and Llr. John Richards, whom this Court hath appointed
messengers for that end from this Court and also from the Com-
pany, And itt is further graunted by this Court, that the tradj^
within fifteen miles of said river shall be setled only on the
petitioners and Company for twelve years now next ensuing guid
to have liberty to trade such comoditjes as the Dutch usually
trade, provided that any freeman of this jurisdiooion may come
in and be admitted of that Company betv;een this and the next
General Court. By theire allowance the said messengers carry-
ing the Courts letter to ye Dutch governor at the said Com-
pany's charge. The said letter is in the Courts booke of let-
ters."
Records of Colony of ^^esaohusetts Laws . I65O-6O v. IV, p. 395-6

II
Table of civic, legal and commercial activities of Ueasn ,
Corwin and Browne by decades.
A. Captain Corwin »8 Civic Services, l6^2-l660
16^6 - Selectman
164-7 - General town meeting paid Ivlr. Corwin out of town rat<
to gather up for use all planks and timber for new bricSge,
16^7 - town asked for unspent balajice in account for build-
ing the new bridge,
1652 - Commissioner to appraise goods saved from wrecked
ship "eagle" of England.
1655 - mounting guns at fort on Winter Island for protectior
against unfriendly Indians or other maritime or land enemies
.
1657 - "to meet with Topsfield inhabitants to treate with
them about bounding several tovms,
1659 - auditing accounts with constables and others of same
nature
.
1659 - Towne gave him liberty to build grist mill on South
River.
1659 - helping in building parsonage; paying carpenters etc.

B. Corwin»8 Legal Activities 16^^-2 - I66O
1. 16^9 - received from court fine from Giles Corey of witch-
craft fame (being pressed to death for reticence) because
said Giles stole from Captain Corwin, wheat, powder, soap,
flax, tobacco, bacon, pork, butter, and knives.
2. 1653 - transaction over one hundred tons of Iron with Thomaa
Harmon
.
'..'luch more may have happened. Seventeenth century men
were constantly at cohort for various purposes. (The Court
records for Curwin's lifetir.^e are without indices and would be
a long task to study.)
C. Corwin Commercial Activities l6^2 - I66O
1. The Corwins imported wines from Ivladeira on the Ketch Bless-
ing; owned by Englishmen in London. The Corwins and Brownee
rented it for cross-Atlantic shipping, but her bows were
leaky and weak and the sails insufficient for Barbadoes
trade
.
2. 1652 - Beaver - by barrens via Captain Pearse*s ship - "It
was exceeding low at this time by reason of the warrs with
Spain, All trading is very dead only elke skins att present
are iff good, worth about 26f 6d a pound. I was offered to
give long time to get fifty-six shillings 6d a pound for
your Beaver J when as formerly such would have given fifty-
six shillings a pound ready money. ""^
3. 1659 - Association of at least four Salem men into Com.pany
of Western Plantation for trade. They were given a tract of
85
1. Sir William Peake, Lord Mayor of London, I666,
letter to Corwin for whom he was English agent
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land ten miles square forty or fifty miles from Springfield,
Massachusetts to westward and two-thirds of the way to Aurania
(later called Albany) on condition that they would settle it
within eighteen months. The legislature granted a house (fort
or warehouse) be built and ten men located there within two
years. In 1662 the legislature further extended the time by
two years for better carrying on their project.
Captain Curwen's report on Company of V/estern Plantation
for trade as follows: 25Cf spent tov;ard running Southern line
of colony "in meere charges on several persons in a journey by
land to Forte Aurania and one voyage to ye manatoea by sea.
15Cf and upv;arde more in and about ye same in prosecution of
General Court's orders.""^
D. Captain Corwin's Civic Services, I66O - 2£
1. 1660 - Served on jury - fined for not appearing at court
Administrator of three estates.
2. 1662 - Allowed two more years for his plantation in Spring-
field.
Chosen Captain to be in charge of troopers in Salem, Lynne
ajid other neighboring towns.
Paid fines for persons, probably apprentices, servants etc.
3. 1665 - On committee for gift to T^ing Charles (See Browne's
appointment too.)
Captain in King Philip's v/ar.
1. Felt, Annals of Salem, v. 1, p. 227

k-. 1666 - Deputy for several townes at General Court (as also
Brov,ne) 1666 - 7^.
Established a battery in Salem to better protect harbor.
Supervises Boston forts and found them adequate.
General Court appointed him to peruse petitions before them
and to propose suitable action.
5. 1667 - On Committee to report better building of vessels and
more correct procedure in admiralty cases. Result - adoptio|i
of maritime code of laws in I66S.
E. Corwin Legal Services, I66O - 70
1. Endless references in inventories of Estates e.g. Estate
debtor to 'ir. Corwine thirty
Estate debtor to Mr. Browne eight
2. Both Browne and Corwine often jurymen.
3. 1662 - Suits for replevin of debts through produce rather
than money paid by debtors.
^. 1665 - Demanded of Court lOf returned to him for money he adf
vanced to them.
5. 1666 - Judging about defenses of harbor.
Colony of 'Massachusetts Bay in consternation by news that
the king granted authority to regulate New England plantations;
to recall its charter; remove £ind appoint its governors; make
laws. 1635 - Such universal anxiety caused by this news that
General Court in January 1635, unanimously agreed if such a gov-l
ernor should come the Colonist ought to by force of arms to re-
sist his authority. Orders issued for fortifications on strate--
gio points to guard harbors.^
1. From Essex Institute Historical Collections , v. LXV - October
iS2S,"p7^29.
If
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"Replevin from replevir warrant, pledge In law - personal actiol)l^
to recover possession of goods or chattels wrongfully taken or
detained upon giving security to try the right to them in a
suit at law. Replevy to recover possession of by action of
1
replevin.
"
F. Corwin Commercial Activities, I66O-7O
1. 1660 - Sale of land through bond given to i-Ir. Hugh Peter of
London sum of kCOOt
.
2. 1661 - Bought cargo from Monsieur Pepin of Rochelle, France,
and bought ship from Monsieur Pepin under Browne and Corwin
hoped to evade existing laws.
3. 1664- - Attended public riiee tings of protest against Samuel
Maverick in London who thought all ITew Englanders were rebeli.
^. 1666 - Dealt in fish and fixed price at twenty-six rialls pe:|'
quintal,
5. 166s - Agreed with mint-master about erection of a mint.
6. l66g - Salt delivered to I\Ir. Corwin
Bond for fifty for debt due and statement of produce to
be delivered at Corwin *s house in payment.
Built upper warehouse
7. 1669 - Bought a horse to be paid for in v/heat and malt; also
saddle.
More debts collected.
"It is ordered all bigger lotts that are for warehouses
shall leave sijifficient way of ten foote broad between houses
and banke and lesser lotts that are for shopps shall leave a
sufficient way of ten foote brode before their houses or shopps
1. Century Dictionary
2. Salem Towne Records, v. II, p. 25.
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1
and those three shopps laide out together are soe to wharfe as
that they leave sufficient roome before their wharfes for grav-
inge of vessels those that leave grounde laide out for warehous
es have liber tie to wharfe so lowe as they plase"^
G. Corwin's Civic Activities, 1670- SO
1. 1670 - Laying out a highway under town auspices
2. 1671 - With another commissioner chosen to lay out country
Rate or tax. Given powder for the year's defense,
3. 1672 - Appointed to commission by Salem towne government to
prepare better highway from Andover to Salem,
^. 1673 - Ordered to buy guns, culverins etc.
5. 1675 - Stephen Racket t so criticised Corwin in remarks which|
nettled Corwin so he took it to Court and Racket t was re-
quired to pay fine of 30t
6. 1676 - Ordered to join forces at Concord and pursue enemy
but in some way did not - Court took away his commission and
fined him lOOf but later restored office and remitted fine.
7. 167s - Under Randolph, Corwin began to try not to incur hos-
tility of the Crown emissary.
H. Corwin Legal Activities, I67O - SO
1. 1670 - Because of great want of law books for use of General
Court and lesser courts - fev/ "compleat" lists of laws
passed - Corwin on commission to draw up and classify all
laws now in use.
2. 1673 - Witness in important cases
Arbitrator in disputes
1, Salem Towne Records v. II, p. 25
rc
Lender of money for public uses
Hardly an inventory which did not show indebtedness
to Corwin's estate.
Suing six cases for debt in various parts of the
County and as many houses came to him that year.
I. Corwin's Commercial Activities, ISJC-BO
1. 1670 - Bond by Edward Hunter, blacksmith vs. Corwin.
3S li. ^s "J^d paid either in money, merchantable pro-
visions, or work.
2. 167c - Debtor to Air. Phillip English for 339 ft. matched
boards, 336 ft. ruff boards, total f I.O7.O
3. 1670/1 - Credit for one ton of iron at the mill
Credit for another man for thirteen hogsheads mack-
erel, fur-ther credit for iron works ^^5^ li. iSs. lid.
^. 1671 - Bought numerous bills of exchange paid in iron potts,
baxr Iron etc.
5. 1672 - Numerous voyages for fish and its products. The larg
est sum 329.05.06
To 212 quintals of fish
ditto four items
Four bbls. oyle
empty caskes at J^O Bh,
Six hogsheads salt
One bbl. mackerel
At one date that year five or six separate fishing
trips out for Captain Corwin.
rc
6. 1672 - Antiqua - received from brother there sugar and
ruimne, latter sold for JOd, per gallon and sugar at seven
per hundred weight.
7. 1672 - Governor Winslow for bill ordered his estate to pay
Captain Corwine fifty pounds currant silver.
g. 1673 - Received large sum 6.f in money for goods by William
Browne Jr.
9. 167^ - During a lawsuit one named Curtis very busy doing
work on Captain Corwin's pink,
10. 1676 - Exchanging fishing netts.
11. 1677/S - Secured land on Misery Island from Tovme of Salem.
12. 1677 - Letting space in his warehouse for forty - fifty bus
Indian corn to Adam Westgate.
13. 1677/8 - Lease of Great and '.lisery Islands to Corwin for one
thousand years at 3* per year. Rental appropriated by the
Towne for the grammar school master Condition of lease re-
quired paving - stones and other ballast for our inhabitants
and that they should have refusal of wood and timber.
1^. I67S/9 - Repairing on buildings
Items for windows for his house
" " making "stayrs" on wharf
" " mending " on lower warehouse
" " " stable etc.
15. 1679 - Sold plots of meadow-land.
16. 1679 - 301 acres of land at Cape Porpus mills, :iaine.
Letter to Joseph Storer of York, Maine.
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Loading lighters and dispatch to Salem with boards,
stances, oars, pork, beafe, butter, suet tallow, hides,
corn etc.
17. 1679 - Often Son Jonathan writes to Joseph Storer. I;Ir.
Storer in February had hard work to load lighter from all
men of the borough.
Account book for year 1679.
Dealings in rumb
tobacco
salt
marohantable Pipe staves
marchantable Pine boards
vinegar
thred, especially Browne
sugar
grindstones
powder
ij barrill of powder in money
@ 70 03:10:00
Cash paid to Loggers for labor
Cash paid for fraight
J. Captain Corwin»s Civic and Legal Activities, l6gO - 17OO
1. 1692 - Jonathan Curwin presided at witchcraft examinations
of yix . and !Jrs
.
Philip English.
Jonathan Curwin Cownsellor under Provincial Cheirter,
Corwin Commercial Activities, 1620 - 17OO
1. I6SO June - Fish in exchange with Mr. Gampaigne effort to
have load properly culled and sorted.
2. 16£0 July - 6SC0 Feet merchantable pine boards from Maine.
"Exchanged 39i gallons good Rorab for:
25 bushels Injoon Corn
1 hoggshead Leafe Tobacco
30 hogsheads
35^ pounds Rye
2 barrels to pay the commander of the
shippe
Corwin Ilanuscript
.
v. II.
cc
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1680 November - Wells, :,!aine, 5OSI feet of pine boards for
a long list of shoes much needed for workmen.
5. 16SI - V/ells, more planks and boards sent on the mill ac-
count.
6. I6S3 - Cod lines, cod hooks etc. exchanged for long list of
women's apparel for llrs. Corwin via Peter Sergeant in Bos-
ton.
7. l6S^/5 - Four ships being built and one repaired for ilr.
Corwine, mostly ketches, done at I^Iarblehead,
g. l6S^ - Account of one John Andrews, workman for I.Ir . Corwin,
Itemized account for repairs totalling 1^-9-3.
9. - Account of debts paid to Captain Corwin in cereals.
wheat, malt and Indian corn.
10. I6S5 - At the time of his death his shop showed large items
of books and writing paper which it is believed shows he
supplied Salem chiefly*
11. l6s6 - Jonathan finishing Captain's transactions.
12. I6S6 - Jonathan settling for rope for Captain's ships.
13. 16S6 - Work done on a ketch amounting to 2^ shillings.
lii-. I6S5/6 - Jonathan accepts pork and other commodities in re-
turn for debts owed Captain George,
15. 1555/5 - Jonathan accepts fish for debts due estate.
16. I6S5 - Molasses and rum large quantity on Ship Adventurer -
#) due Captain Corwine.
17. 1687 - Sales of fish, hogsheads, sugar to turn into money
in payment of debt to estate.
*i£iss Tapley's data
I
12, l6S7 - Cotton and wool on board ketch Prosperity from Bax-
badoes in settlement of estate.
19. l6Sg ~ Bound for Spain shipped in good condition by lir.
Jonathan Corwine on his ovm account.
73 "Quintals of merchantable small dry cod fish.
20. 1690 - One-quarter part in ketch, James Bonaventure, of
that year taken by Jonathan Corwin and quarter of wages and
csirgo to Cadiz.
21. 1690 - Jonathan to Barbadoes fish, mxackerel, Redoak staves,
long shingles, hoops etc.
22. 1690 - Disbursements on expedition to Canada.
52:1^^:00 due Jonathan Corwine
23. 170c - Checked and certified that he, Jonathan Corwin,
dealt in salt, wheat, pork, pease, wine, beef, merchantable
fish, tobacco, sugaur, and cloth.

A. William 3ro\me, Sr. Civic Services, l6^0 - I66O
1. 165c - Selectman of Salem
2. 1652 - Commissioner to appraise goods from a wreck ship
Eagle of London.
3. 1659 - Liberty from Town of Salem to build gristmill on
South River (both for public and private benefit.)
^. 1659 - Auditor of accounts "with constables and all others
of same nature of towne of Salem."
5. 1659 - building of parsonage I^Ir. Browne and !/Ir. Corwin del-
sired to confer and agree with carpenters for its Construc-
tion and to 200f raised by taxation for the purpose,
B. Browne, Sr. Legal Activities, 16^2 - 60
1, Received damage from Captain Thomas Savidge in connection
with parcel of unmerchantable shoes sold to plaintiff,
Browne value 4- li, 10 s.
C. Browne^s Commercial Activities, 16^2 - I66O
1. 1652 - Effort of Edward Prescott freighter of a ship agreed
to lade and dispatch a vessel out of New England in July to
carry goods for William Browne, Captain Corwin and Walter
Price leading Salem mercheuits, but the ship was not rigged,
nor graved, nor ready for Baxbadoes trade. It was the
Blessing from London as mentioned in Corwin list.
2. 1659 - Building grist-mill on South River.
^. William Browne Sr. Civic Services, I66O - 70
1. 1665 - Still Selectman
Helped to choose Hillard Veren, seeler of makrell,
porke, beeffe, and to gage all casks according to law
r
2. 1665 - Special committee of Legislature to choose and send
gift to King Charles.
3. 1665 - Browne petitioned General Court if anything had been
done by colonists to offend Charles Rex it be stopped. This
petition had thirty-two signatures of leading Salem resi-
dents.
k-, 1667 - At court deposing price of fish twenty-six rialls per
quintal same as last year,
f. Browne Legal Activities, I66O - 70
In later life more active judicially than commercially, al-
though his money was to the end of his life invested in trading
ventures, but he left the oversight to others. He became a
judge of the Quarterly Court in Salem, later assistant (still
higher office) and finally a member of Sir Edmund Andros's counf
cil.
1. 1661 - Sued Anthony Pedle of Monhegin for debt on account of
fishing voyage,
2. 166s - Non-payment on thirty pounds of salt vs. l.Ir. James
Oliver
.
3. 1669 - i^Iany accounts to settle for estates of which he be-
came the executor. He gave many debts to the courts to set-
tle for his own affairs and for the estates.
tf, BroTme Commercial Activities, I66O - 80
1. 1660 - Seems to have had a large trading-house in that year
when the notable Phillip English came to town.
2. 1661 - Conducting fishing voyages because in that year he
sued for debts concerning them.

Salem Population iGjO-ljkO
Varied from 1,600 - ^,500 in whole period of life of Philip
English and other merchants.^
&. William Browne Sr. Legal Activities 167Q - SO
1. 1673 - Suit in behalf of Browne for parcel of sea-coals and
charcoal,
2. 167^ - Action of appeale against Letherland.
B, Wm. Browne Sr. Commercial Activities, I67Q - SO
1. 1671 - With Corwin concerned before Court account of ship
Elizabeth and Iiiargaret not accounting for master of ship.
Attached his goods and received credit one li. eight shil-
ling seven pence. Mortgage to be paid in merchantable cod-
fish.
2. 1673 - Chosen by General Court with Corwin as eminent men
who had correspondents in Bilbao and there had trade ordered
to buy guns in Spain.
3. 1677 - Both Browne and Corwine among many paying for fitting
out vessel for use of country,
^, I67& - Browne and Corwine long list of years when they had
licenses to retail strong waters for ensuing year,
5. 1679 - Curwin, Price, Browne arbitrators in interest of
ketch and plantations in Barbadoes of Captain Nicholas Page
of Boston,
f. William Browne Sr. Civic Services, 16SO - 1700
1, l6S2 - Gave as a loan 25f and more for grammar school.
2, l6Sg - William Browne's son cownsellor under Andros who was
discouraging New England merchants by increasing costs of
trade through new excise laws.
IRaQph B. Harris, Phillip English
, p. 6
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3. Contributions to Harvard College lOOf for its founding and
numerous others in his will. Sons continued the habit for
four generations,
tl. Brovvne Commercial Activities, l6gO - 1700
1. 1620/3 - Buying "pieces of eight" from letters of credit of
two or more Teneriffe merchants. Two-hundred "pieces of
eight" in Bilboa for buying wines.
2. 16SI - Several transactions in merchantable fish to local
people. One transaction to Mr. Philip English,
3. 1681 - Interest in Town wharf - kept till his death in I6S7
and then willed it to his son Benjamin,
^. 162^ - William Brovme both Sr. and Jr. with other owners let
the pink Dolphin of Salem for voyage from Boston to Bar-
badoes and then to Virginia thence, to Madeira so to Bar-
badoes thence to Boston for 25f current money of New England
per month.
<
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III
From the numerous inventories of the Corwin estate which
are on record, four selections follow:-
Nuinber 1.
Boston, Februaxy 6, Anno 16S^.
We underwritten being desired by Captain Jonathan Corwin^
(as administrator to his late father Captain George Corwin of
Salem deceased) to appraise warehouse and ground at the I^ill-
erick in Boston and three baggs of pieces of Eight and two old
cloaks and a hatt in a Trunk at the house of i^Ir. Peter Sergeanlj
in Boston, now appraize viz
The ware house and ground at 200f of money f200. 00. 00
352.03.Oif
002.00.00
000.06.08
f55V.lO.OO
Three baggs of pieces of eight
Two Cloakes
An old Trunkk and hatt and wax etc.
Signed by
M. Hutchinson
Jeremiah D\immer
Number 2.
Captain George Corwin
Estate
^idow received 13 silver spoons weighing 23 5/S oz.
f7.13.^
1 tankard
1 sugar-box
Porringer ) value of f12. 5. 10
and )
candlestick )
This was a wealthy estate
Specie on hand f692. 7. 9.
Turkey carpet in hall worth 15s
Suit of damask )
1 table cloth ) worth fS
IS napkins )
1 towel )
Indian maid and man servant.
1685
Corwin Ivlanuscript IV
Veeden Economic and Social History of New England, v. I, p. 29I
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Number 3«
Inventory of Corwin taken by Barthl. Gedney, Benj.Brovme,
John Higginson, Jr. and Timothy Lindal in January and February
j
Several farms
meadow land
wharfs
Katoh Sv/allow with apurtenances 130 li
Katoh George with apurtenances 65 li
620 oz. plate
1 Silver Hat band
2 watches
English and New England money listed separately
Swords and rapiers
1 silver-headed cane 5s
Katoh John and William with apurtenances 20 li)
.q
1 old Mainsayle of Katoh Penelopy 1 li 10s ) P- '•7
In Corwin *s shop were listed many kinds of cloth,
blankets, silke, canvis, buckrom, combes, knives, laces, tapes,
ribbins, flower boxes, poringers, candlesticks, driping pans,
skilits, nayles, mackerel lines, buttons, iron pots, cow bells,
chalke lines, paper 2 reme, ginger, sugar. Larger supplies of
such merchandise in shop chamber Warehouse.
Lower 120 hh or thereabouts of salt, shingles, clabords,
Tetrr oyle, nayles, hogsheads, caskes. Spa iron
earthern ware, scales, mortars, nets. Red oak hogs-
head staves, etc.
Upper Kettles, potts, lead, stelle, glass bottles, whip
saws, boards etc. etc.
In Counting-house and Entery
Pins 1 dozen 5s
Colored thread
Bookes listed by name
1 Inkhorne 6d
Rapi er
^ musket ts
Pistolls
1 plueh Sadie layed with Silver lace and Sadie Cloth
1 buff belt with Silver buckles 1 li
Inventory of Captain Corwin ^ Essex Tract, p, 10-11
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Corwin - Wareing Clothes
1 Troping scarf and hat band 1 li 10s
1 Cloake 2 "
1 Cloth coat with Silver lace 2 "
many cloake, dublets
3 pr old Silke Stockings 5s
1 Sattin Imbroaded wascot with Gold etc. 3 li
Captain Corwin, each chamber, kitchen and kitchen chambers numei
ous articles.
"In the peuter Rome"
k- boles, 1 Tray and Erth Fare 10s
1 limebeck and i Iron pott 21i
a parcell of old iron 5s
1 lajge defective driping pan 2s 6d
k- trayes
1 platter
1 leather Jack
Erthern ware"
Corwin, at Boston
Warehouse and ground 20011
1056 oz. pieces of eight
Cloakes
Old trunke, a hat and wax
3 pipes "-ladara wine at 11 li etc,
Corwin
Brot home in Katch Jno. and ?;illiam
130 bushels Indian come ^ ISd on 153
33 " Rey @ 3s 4" 19s
25 " Vheat @ 48 5" 2s
1 bbl Porke 2"
3 " Beffe ® 25s 3" 15s
1 plaine Ruge 10s
15 hower Glases bad 58
4 pr Stirop Irons and lethers Js
3 looks (each valued differently)
b hand sawes (each valued differently)
11 trunk locks
6 box outside locks
k- Cuberd locks
1 doz Combs
2 doz reap hookes
1 pr shetts etc many prs each valued separately
This inventory amounting to 596^ li 19s and Id was aprized by ufi
signed Earth. Gedney
Benj
.
Browne
John Higginson Jr
.
Tim. Lindall
In Ccurt at iDSwich .larch "^1 loS5
_
Inventory estate Captain Corwin, Essex Tract, p. 5-I9
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Number 4-.
Valuation of House and Lands of Captain G. Corwin'
s
,
16B7 •
The Dwelling House kco li
n Pasture 90: 10: 0
ti Great V'arehouse (George Corwin
sold it) 110: 0: 0
n Uper Warehouse 650: 0: 0
ti S acres land by Ely Giles 45: 0: 0
etc. 3 farms 1290
:
0: 0
ti Warehouse at V.'inter Island 6 0: 0
n Warehouse at Boston 200: 0: 0
n land whereon Captain Corwin 's house
stands 0: 0
Totale 16S7: 10: 0
Corwin Manuscript I, p. 75
t
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IV
19:2nd month I669
"Samll Shadacke is fined 20s for Entertayninge of Thomas Ivlaule.
Samll Robinson is fined 20s for Entertayninge of the said Maule
and warning to be "given them by Constable not to entertayn him
upon penalty of 2Gs per weeke for every week after this day and
the Constable to give notice to I'laule that he speedily depart
1
the towne.
"
The Account of Thomas Chadwell debtor. I6S7
Goods sold and delivered to be paid for in monie by said Chad-
well as by Thomas Maulers book appears.
1 piece linen
to 6 yds colstred linen buttons silk
to ribbon - 2 pair gloves - baranot
to 5 yds blue linen 5 y^s loulos 2 hats
to ribon and baranot
to silk and other small goods
to whalbon and butons and buckram and plush
to guimpe and cambrick - sugar - molasses
to baranot and colared linen and ribbon all is
to 7 y^s blue linon and 1 knife is
to sugar pins tape and other small things
to 1 hat - ribon 1 s d
OS: 10: 02
Agreeable with book errors excepted Compare in
2book and Sv/orn to by Thomas Maule.
!
1, Salem Town Records, v. II, p. ICl , 102
2. Court Records, Superior Court of Essex County, v. ^7. p. II6
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V
Jolm Higginson»s Letters
No. 1
John Higginson to his Brother Nathaniel Salem, 3d October, I669.
"Dear brother, I believe you may live as happily in New England
as in any part of the world and may have more respect showed you
here than in England .... You may here lay it out to good advan-
tage in housen and lands at Boston, which, in suitable places,
will yield lOf!- and in unimproved lands, which do often increase
in value considerably more than the interest of money at Gfo
which is the interest allowed here by law."
"V»hat you propose of living in Boston and managing a whole-
sale trade of East India goods, I approve of as best for you.
That is a place of great trade, and all the neighboring colon-
ies are mostly supplied from thence. All sorts of calicoes,
aligers, remwalls, muslin, silks for clothing and linings; all
sorts of drugs proper for the apothecaries, and all sorts of
spice are vendible with us; and the prices of them alter much
according as they are plenty or scarce. In the late war time,
all East India goods were extremely dear. Muslins of the best
sort, plain striped, and flowered were sold for flO per piece,
and some more. Pepper 3s per lb., nuts (footnote says it means
"nut megs") 10s per lb. cloves 20s., mace 30s but are now abatedj
about i part in value. Some of the China ware, toys, and lac-
tluer ware will sell well, but no great quantity. As for am-
bergris, we often have it from the West Indies, and it is sold
for about 3 OZ. For musk, pearl, and diamond, I believe some
Ic
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of them sell well, but I understand not their value. And
besides East India goods you may do well to bring some European
goods, of which all things necessary for the comfort of man^s
life, and the carrying on the fishing trade will turn to accouni
1
except those things which are produced here."
No. 2
John Higginson and Timothy Lindall wrote to Nathaniel Thomas - .
March 12, 1692, "Sir, we have been jointly concerned in several
whale voyages at Cape Cod and have suffered great wrong and in-
jury by the unjust dealing of the inhabitants of those parts es-
pecially in two instances."
1700 - John Higginson said he had "considerable quantity of
whale oil and bone" for exportation.
1706 - he was concerned with others in boats for catching
2
whales.
No. 3
John Higginson wrote his brother Nathaniel who was then in East
Indies,
"In the year 16^9, when this war first broke out, I had at'
tained a competent estate, being as much concerned in the fish-
ing trade as most of my beighbors; but since that time I have
met with considerable losses. Of sixty-odd fishing ketches be-
longing to this town but about six are left. I believe no town
3in this province has suffered more by this war than Salem."
No. k
From Reverend John Higginson of Salem to his son Nathaniel, 1693
"I recommend you, in special manner, the case of your
1. Perley History of Salem
,
v. II, p. 29S
2. Perley History of Salem , v. II, p. 296
3. Llassachusetts Historical Collections , 3rd series VII, p. 199
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brother John and his five children. By his singular prudence
and industry he had attained a competent estate; but by the
misery of these times, he has met with great losses, by the
French etc; and so put out of his way as to be disenabled from
making any use of the fishing trade; and been worsted in his es-
tate, I believe, above a thousand po\mds; and yet he is a Major
and a Justice of the Peace, and the shew of public occasions
lies much upon him. And divers of his children are growne up
to above twenty, and need something to be given to them to be-
gin the world withal.""^
No. 5
John Higginson's letter to his brother Nathaniel - Salem, 20.
6. 1697. "Ill the year I6S9 when the war first broke out, I had
obtained a comfortable estate, being as much concerned in the
fishing trade as most of my beighbors. But, since that time, I
have met with considerable losses: and trade has much decayed.
Of sixty odd fishing catches belonging to this towne, but about
six are left. I believe that no towne in this Province has suf-
2
fered more by the war than Salem."
No. 6
John Higginson to Mr. Matthew Collet -
Salem, 20th August, I697.
Sirs:
.... I have several times heard of him by way of Barbadoes,
from the East India ships that have arrived there, that he has
gained a great estate. Ily brother, in his letter to my Father of
11th June, 1695* advises him that he has sent a Bill dram by
1. Massachusetts Historical Collections, 3rd series VII. p. 199
2. llassachusetts Historical Collections, ^rd series VTT p pdp
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Captain Bluet on the owners of his ship for f ISO sterling, paj
able to yourself and ray uncle WTiitfield; and desired you to
remit the same to my father j but does not say it was on bottorai
You advise that it was, and that the ship being lost, the money
is also lost. I much wonder that my Brother should run such
an adventure on such occasion; but if it be so, we must submit
to the sovereign pleasure of God. I hope that you advised him
thereof.
"
1. Massachusetts Historical Collections. 3rd series, VII. p. 20'
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No. 7
John Higginson to Mr, Matthew Collet, linen-draper, at the Ar-
tichoke on Corn-Hill, London.
"Sir 3. S. 1699
I received yr letter of 6th of June last with a welcome,
inclosed letter from my Brother; and return you my hearty
thanks for your care and trouble therein," (He incloses a
piece of Arabian gold to pay charge thereof.)
"I do further request the favor of you, that you would
please forward the inclosed packet of letters to my brother
in India. He has informed my father, that he has sent flOO to
yourself to be conveyed to hira, the which, if it be not already
invested please to lay out, and send it, according to my broth-
er's direction, in the goods following -
f 5,0,0 2 pis black crape of ^Os and 5O8 Ist cost
6,0,0 k- pis worsted damask, lively colors
5,0,0 6 " toys, lively colors
4,0,0 2 " silk stuffs
10,0,0 flO in round thread hollands of a 2 perell
16,0,0 50 weight of fishing lines, of 12 threads, 4o fathoms,
weighing a 25 per doz which usually cost a 6d - yd per
pound.
10,0,0 flO in colored, striped and flowered calico
15,0,0 fl5 in black castors 5-15bl. felts in the mode
5,0,0 6 lb cloth colored sevving and stick silk
20.0.0 f20 in nails sorted, small sort in 1 cask
96,0,0
4,0,0 f4 in black fine linen ordinary for mourning
"Please to take care in the buying of them up that all may
be good of the sort, and well bought."^
ITo. S
John Higginson to brother Nathaniel I6. 4.1699
"I hear that you have attained to a very considerable es-
2
tate, some say f300 ,000, some two, some one."
1. Massachusetts Historical Collections, 3rd series VTT p ?t i
2. ilassachusetts Historical Collections, 3rd series VII -q 20
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